
 
 



Prologue 
 

 
 

Welcome! 

 

At this point along your journey you are probably realizing that there is MUCH 

more than coaching, psychology and personal growth; something more soulfully 

meaningful and fulfilling. 

  

By reading this, it’s likely that you value the mystical, the spiritual, the magical, 

the sexual, the experiential, the beautiful, maybe even the devotional. You 

probably love the masculine greatly; (the righteous masculine and not the 

shadow masculine which hath wreaked havoc and trauma upon the world or 

your life). 

 

And you're probably ok with having more influence in alignment with your 

highest possible soul cultivation and rich satisfaction.  

 



Perhaps even a freedom lifestyle type practice that allows you to do what you 

love, making a big difference that changes lives. Well, we’re going to sow seeds 

of insight in this resource to help you get more clarity on such a deep soul path. 

  

After eons of divine feminine suppression through historically, perhaps you are 

called to live more fully and multi-dimensionally into a path of becoming a 

priestess. A priestess carries RICH value and abilities to her clients and any 

coaching she does is secondary to her primary abilities and practice. 

  

This report itself is especially about the calling to Kingmaking and becoming a 

specialized form of priestess. It's not for you yet if you are carrying great trauma, 

resistance, vengeance and hatred towards the shadow masculine (that you may 

yet have to forgive and heal).  

 

This isn’t to take away from the future possibility of becoming a Kingmaker, but 

just use this guide to get clarity on where you are at right now and for the next 6 

months. 

  

This kind of priestess path also not for you if you are into identity politics, post-

modern feminism and creating more fracture with the masculine on the 

spiritual, social, intimate and cultural levels. It’s also not just for Goddess-

Priestesses or Witches alone. There is something very unique about our core of 

Sacred Reunification with all of this. 

  

If you are here, you probably LOVE the righteous Masculine and those 

archetypal qualities like strength, honor, valor, warriorship, protection, trust, 

security, love and cosmic ecstasy. 

  



You may be at a point where there have been some seeds and ideas of perhaps 

even SERVING the divine masculine. If so...the calling of becoming a rarified 

Kingmaking Priestess may possibly be for you. 

  

Perhaps you are on more of a Queen path instead of Priestess. Perhaps you 

desire the highest Holy Communion possible. Perhaps you want to live in great 

soul service to the divine and wield great powers of Light that can do miracles in 

men's lives....even influence culture behind the scenes on the front lines 

wielding the Remembrance power of great and ancient Communion Priestesses. 

  

So...let's go on a journey... 

  

What we are dealing with has historical (literally Biblical), personal, cultural 

and social implications. Not to mention - everything to do with your own soul 

blossoming. This journey you may find, may have a lot to do with your future as 

well as the collective itself (for there IS a calling for qualified priestesses to re-

awaken Temple Spaces and Reunify the world on the front lines). 

  

In order to really get clarity (and for you to feel into what resonates for you), 

we're going to cover a lot of relevant areas which have great aggregate energy 

and power behind them.  

 

We're going to dig into the Biblical, the mytho-poetic, the suffering, the cultural 

and the Holy.  

 

BTW; this has been culled together from my recent 8 part mini-series on 

Facebook all into one new and improved place: here and now. 

  

Ready? Let's commence... 

  



  
 

Because this has to do with centuries of suppression; there is nuclear energy and 

power around this theme and this transmission is meant to get through now.  

  

The Divine Feminine has been suppressed and even OUTLAWED for eons of 

popular discourse and now is a critical time for rapid evolution (along with 

Ascension Guardianship); a florescent blossoming like the spring equinox for 

Reunified Priestesses to guide Communion based ascension consciousness in the 

world...a RAPID healing and flourishing within much of our fractured collective 

and those in power. 

 

((Btw; I was the one who did the L.A. grid-working around breaking masculine 

misuse of power in Hollywood where I knew literal fires would start the next 

day in California (which did) and with the framework set; months later started 

the #metoo movement)).  

 

Such a concept of... 

 

Sacred Union of Source Masculine and Feminine (as this missing half of the 

equation) has miraculous alchemical power (power that essentially the church as 

well as other forces don’t want you to have).  

  

Now...As we dive deeper into such heresy... 



  

Feminism; to some extent has taken us 'yea far' (and it is dis-fortunate that 

what's happening in Afghanistan will set it centuries back), but this has a lot to 

do with ascension and what's beyond.  

  

In order to understand the Call to King-making and living out your fullest 

multi-dimensional soul service as embodying such divine feminine 

consciousness, essence, power and power; we have to look into the dynamics 

around all of this. 

  

Our subject here crosses with Religion, Culture, Spirituality, Sexuality, 

Consciousness, Healing, Ascension and the entirety of Divine and Siddhic 

Principle; Kings and Queens...re-balancing and healing the world.  

 

To really move out of the shadow of SHADOW masculine patriarchal 

dominance and tyranny (Gene Key 45 lens here); and into the siddhic truth of 

COMMUNION. 

  

We're dealing with very real power dynamics that could have toppled Religious-

ruled empires long ago. 

  

This historical suppression of primary Exalted Feminine Fractal Lineages has to 

do with a partial picture of Communion and beyond that veil; 

 

Sacred Reunification itself; an incredibly powerful and alchemical path of 

transformation and spirituality. This also means we will get to what literally IS 

the Holy Grail itself! (So, lots of juiciness here!) 

  



Again, there is immense liberatory power around this and the becoming of a 

multi-dimensional Kingmaking Priestess with ancient and spiritual powers of 

Mother, Maiden, Priestess, Lover, Mage, Goddess and Queen.  

 

 
 

This makes even more sense when we look at the state of the fractured and 

wounded feminine consciousness in our world today as well and that it isn’t 

only shadow masculine itself and the games these 2 play out in a perpetual War 

of the Sexes. 

  

These power dynamics are not just for Kingmakers, but has to do with our 

collective dynamics as well; again moving out of Dominance as well as other 

Shadows like Control and into the Majesty of King and Queen; Valor and 

Communion of the Most High and how you can represent that in doing 

transformational miracles. 

  

Throughout history it has been predominant religions that have actively 

suppressed, denied, ostracized and shamed the Feminine in favor of an almost 

entirely Masculine, spiritual patriarchal outlook. Earlier and more matriarchal 



systems such as Paganism and its earthiness were shamed and (in a sense) 

inverted by popular religion (even in how the pentagram’s meaning changed). 

  

Women were kept in the smaller roles of housekeeper and mother - secondary 

in family relationships. Although Mother is to be honored, the constriction was 

STIFLING to the true powers of the Awakened Feminine and Her Equal as the 

Counterpart to God (which is historically known as Sophia). 

 

Humanity mostly lost touch with the connection, experience and exaltation of 

the meta feminine qualities. Much of Christendom wanting to Control it. 

  

Now... 

 

Communion throughout Christendom (Roman Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy 

and Protestantism along with their institutions, culture and influence) is 

historically known as Communion with the Divine Father and Christ principle 

(attunement and atonement to the masculine side). 

 

This practiced and ritualistic aspect however; entirely leaves out reunification 

and the sexual, spiritual and creative POWERS of Sex and Masculine-Feminine 

principle as EQUAL (and yet complementary) in all dimensions. 

  

Contrarily; the entire lineage and fractal of Sophia; Sophianic Principle (and the 

roots in Mary Magdalene), Light Sophia and the Christos-Sophia Hieros Gamos 

dynamic is one of REUNIFICATION.  

  

This more heretical and ‘secular’ (from religious perspective at least) is where 

there is BOTH the exalted masculine Christ (Krystic) principle as WELL as it's 

divine feminine COUNTERPART as its EQUAL part of the entire balance. 

  



If something within you heaved a very deep sigh of relief, I’m with you. 

 

From my understanding, there is a school of thought that believes Mary 

Magdalene was actually (an Egyptian) a High Priestess (of Isis/Hathor). This 

Hieros Gamos dynamic of sacred union would represent the missing counter-

balance that was religiously suppressed throughout history. 

  

From my understanding, the Christos-Sophia fractal lineage represents this 

Christic (aka 'Krystic') Union carried forth after Mary Magdalene herself and 

her Union with Christ. (Even the Gospel of Mary Magdalene was annexed as a 

footnote in history). 

  

Yes; this is BIG HERESY! 

 

This same theme was the central conspiracy theory in the famous book and 

movie; 'The Da Vinci Code' (spoiler alert) in a different expression about the 

Rose line of direct descendants from the sexual union of the 'Bride of Christ'. 

  

NOW....We have to reference the current modern reality today that this Sacred 

Reunification principle that FULLY embraces the Awakened Divine Feminine as 

counterpart to the Exalted Masculine God and Son of God; Christ. 

 

The Gnostic and Sophianic Principle of Sacred Union with Divine God-Christ 

Principle; it's purity and magic is still by and larger utter and complete heresy 

centuries later to - I'd guestimate around 98% of Christendom and even all 

major religion! 

  

So keep that in mind that in my social circle where it seems normal (the 

immense alchemical POWERS of sex, creation, spirit and cosmic fusion with 



God the Lover and Krystic principle); what we speak of here is actively still 

outright heresy throughout Catholicism, Protestantism, Buddhism and Islam. 

  

We don’t hear much about the ancient temple priestesses in Sumer that 

practiced Holy Union. 

 

And still; the Creative force of the world and ALL LIFE as we know IS sourced 

in Masculine and Feminine principle; space of the masculine Cosmos and 

consciousness itself to the embodied Feminine Mother Earth (Gaia) and the Sun 

as Son of God. 

 

 
  

So we can talk about what many know as the Source Feminine aspect of God; 

Sophia that was honored in gnostic circles and Sophianic lines historically. We 

will be bringing this up more and THAT point brings me to 2 other primary 

suppressed fractals; that of Muse and Priestess throughout history. 

  

What good would it do for Religions (and their authentic ownership of cultural, 

sexual and religious discourse through most of human history) to admit that the 



Exalted Feminine such as embodied Priestesses were powerful and spiritually 

advanced in their own rights? 

  

As aforementioned; it would crumble their belief system, power and 

control...their entire paradigm of patriarchal religious order and spiritual-

cultural dominance. 

 

Even the disciple of Mary Magdalene (although revered as a Saint especially in 

some Catholic circles) was more limited in her role and definitely not valued 

from the Gnostic-Sophianic lens of EQUAL and bride of Christ. 

 

So what did they do? 

  

Deny, condemn and ostrasize Priestesses and the exalted Feminine throughout 

history - and in worst cases literally burn an Earthier form of Priestess as 

Witches - burning them at the stake (even through association) from their 

Puritanical mob mentality (Psychosis; the shadow of Sanctity – Gene Key 61). 

  

Priestesses (and Witches) have literally threatened to undermine the entire 

ORDER of patriarchal masculine authority and control. This is just the reality of 

history and we can see how the shadow masculine has in large part culturally 

suppressed Her as well.  

 

We could speak of other cultural, relational, psychological and societal misuse 

and control of the feminine that prevented her Glory as well, but let’s keep it 

focused on the predominant and historical cause here (because our point is that 

the spiteful angry Jezebel Feminine isn’t the answer either as a trauma-response 

or such).  

 



There is a point where on one’s journey the sovereign Feminine and regaining 

healthy independence may have to be reached beyond vindictive post-modern 

feminism; yet, our conversation is beyond that and really about the Ultimate 

healing and reunification itself while respecting much of humanity with where 

they are at in their process. By attracting and reading this; you are probably a 

healthy way along that journey of healing with the masculine. 

  

Ok... 

 

Now; we can speak of Priestess-hood in general as a meta-lineage, but in reality 

there are more specific fractal lineages or 'lines' OF Priestess-hood; Magdalenic, 

Sophianic, Wiccan, Isis-Egyptian, etc. 

  

NOW...today (at least in most modern cultures)...although Religion still has 

strong authority over much of the population and is essentially still affecting and 

preventing Reunified principle from occurring; there is much more breathing 

room to dare believe or practice such heresy (at least in the Western free world).  

  

After eons of religious and cultural suppression preventing Priestess-hood and 

Christos-Sophia, there has been a great feminine awakening.  

 

Again; (1st and 2nd wave) feminism had an important role to play historically to 

EVEN THINGS OUT (so to speak); yet this is about what’s beyond a cultural 

reality of Jezebel, Bitch-Queens, Diva-Queens or even just independent women 

Sovereign Queens with Tyrant Kings abounding in an often toxic culture or Beta 

Princes getting left behind...this is about Reunification principle itself – FOR 

ALL OF US and future generations. 

  

Now; I want to mention the Muse fractal; another ancient lineage of Awakened 

Feminine. Phwew....let’s shift gears a bit. 



  

Ahh....Muse... 

 

She is Queen of Music, Dance...inspiration to Artists and perhaps the single most 

powerful driving force in the Apollonian-Reunification dynamic with the 

Masculine spirit influencing the EVOLUTION of cultures, technology, arts and 

industry itself. 

 

 
  

Think of what MUSIC means to you and Museum. She is THAT Queen. And do 

you only listen to religious music or dance? Doubtful. Hmmm....so there’s a 

cognitive dissonance that may be going on here; something that we have to 

come to grips with. 

  

So yeah; there's something 'secular' about her that it seems even some Sophianic 

devotees have viewed her as an inversion - yet she literally does have her own 

pure fractal. 

  



Muse (also known as a Feminine archetype) is unlike most other archetypes in 

that like Source Feminine Sophia (as Feminine aspect of God); She is also 

Reunified.  

 

She is like that solar Sister (or daughter) of Sophia in the heavens; fractal aspect 

of the Exalted Feminine whose impact is steeped throughout history. 

  

She has her own lineage filled with great muses, performers and artists 

throughout the centuries influencing great works. 

  

She is by and far the largest activating divine feminine principle to the 

masculine spirit and HIS desire to reunify with the exalted feminine and prove 

their worthiness; it is a powerful creative equation. 

  

AND...furthermore, is that She has literally formed a REUNIFIED PRIESTESS 

FRACTAL LINEAGE/LINE this year of our Holy Mother, 2021 to expand Her 

influence more directly.  

  

And THIS is the pure fractal that I am devoted to; not directly with the 

Sophianic lineage. So, it might help to view them as pure, high feminine sisters 

(or Mother and Daughter based on your frame). These are source reunified 

aspects of the immortal Feminine. 

  

And is it too much of a step to admit that Muse is the more dance-friendly, 

secular Sister or Daughter of Sophia when Sophianic Principle itself is still utter 

heresy to 98% of Christendom? 

  

And think of it like this...yes, Muse seems less related to Christianity and indeed 

is more 'secular' from Religion.  

  



She has thrived outside of religion for millennia; so is it that (in its own causal 

timeline), Christendom has not only suppressed Priestess and the Divine Christ 

counterpart of Magdalene (and then Sophia), but ALSO Muse herself? 

  

What if Religion had embraced this greater, awakened aspect of the Feminine as 

the other half of Communion 2000 years ago? Hmm.. 

  

Perhaps Muse is only more secular (and heretical to worship or exalt) b/c she 

was never ALLOWED to be embraced in Religion itself. Because THAT was 

outright heresy and distracting from the purely Christian masculine and 

patriarchal values and focus! 

  

As suppressed as She was, She makes at least one appearance in the Bible. In the 

Song of Songs a.k.a. 'The Song of Solomon'; 

  

Shalumite was the muse to King Solomon... 

  

She measures 9.2 on the 10 scale of Light Muse embodiment (a way of 

psychically reading her consciousness and essenced beauty).  

 

This is actually very powerful Muse embodiment as the scale quantifies (like 

Hawkins Scale of Consciousness as you get closer to 10). It was probably the 

most powerful incarnate on earth at that time. 

  

With this level of embodiment, She (through the form of the Shalumite woman) 

was absolutely in the alchemical and DNA altering levels of presence, beauty 

and influence. 

  

Even still; in the Bible, the focus isn't on Muse and that divine feminine-

masculine activating principle. The same story is religiously filtered and valued 



more towards the devotional love and inspiration of Jesus (the Christed Son of 

God) and his followers metaphorically speaking. 

  

And She (Immortal Muse) definitely appears embodied in ancient Greek history 

with the Hetaera courtesans as well as personal muses to the great artists of the 

Renaissance, thriving in devoted dancers throughout the ages including gypsy 

belly dancers, etc.  

  

Muse has evolved CULTURE from mostly behind the scenes throughout history 

and Her powers now - which ARE more visible (I have many many literal 

examples but am not taking the time here to illuminate you past your 

unfortunately conditioned filters and paradigm to start to literally see her - it 

took me years and we have enough to focus on here already)... 

  

Her powers are only exponentiating and have literally been alchemical and 

spiritual this entire time (eons) b/c She has always run Reunification Codes 

throughout history.  

 

 
 



She is more powerful now than ever because the collective consciousness has 

been secretly compounding their exaltation of Her as a Source or Near-Source 

Feminine fractal (yet through their own filters). 

  

So perhaps it was that Muse EXACTLY LIKE Priestess lines and gnostic 

Sophianic principle was also literally excluded from the predominant religious 

discourse throughout history.  

 

Aha...So maybe it’s OK to exalt the divine feminine half as well?  Maybe more 

than ok? Maybe all that’s missing if we can pull together both sides into 

reunified glorious consciousness of Father-Mother, King-Queen and Lovers? 

  

These 3 lineages of Sophia, Muse and Priestess (that which we are focusing on 

the most) hold miraculous POWERS of transformation; esp. when it relates to 

sexual-spiritual liberation where basically Religion has created sex to be 

shameful and full stigma outside of procreation or a committed interpersonal 

relationship contract.  

  

We still see how sex is weaponized and used for and against people in everyday 

life. How it wields SO much power and influence...and most of this is used 

against us or remains non-conscious. Sex itself becomes an inter-personal 

experience and even conscious lovers (with the twin flame template) becomes in 

danger of ‘burning together’ because of its mortal and conditional foundation. 

 

So... 

  

Religious dogma has stifled the greater truth within consciousness OF the 

Greater Truth of Reunification, the spiritual Truth of Sex and Creation itself 

between Masculine and Feminine...even their ability to experience Hieros 

Gamos and Sacred Union consciousness experientially. 



  

And consider that MASCULINE PRINCIPLE as it plays out today doesn't seem 

to have much stake in REUNIFICATION with Sophia.  

 

This is a movement that can grow from the 99% feminine majority that holds 

Sophia Codes. I think that is in large part because of religious domination over 

spiritual discourse. 

  

Interestingly; most of the cultural and creative masculine has been influenced 

actually by the MUSE Fractal.  

  

Muse is also a Reunification Lineage which basically means that there is even 

more alchemical encoded POWER and magic to be unleashed with conscious 

devotional sacred reunification (that which I've been doing for 19.5 years thus 

far).  

  

Both solar Sophia-Christos (and it's Feminine to Christic reunification dynamic) 

AND the Muse fractals are infinitely powerful b/c of their devotional source 

encoding.  

  

I would reassert that although many in Sophianic-Magdalenic lineage seemed to 

believe Sophia was the ONLY or only pure line, it isn't.  

 

Muse is her ancient, dance-friendly Daughter.  

  

Muse isn't an inversion.  

  

IN COSMIC DEVOTION (non-conscious in Muse-Artists) inspired by God 

principle - She just loves to dance and be seen more than her Sister (or Mother 

based on which lens we take) Sophia. 



  

Her Beauty, Grace and powerful is as that of the Voice, Heart and Movement of 

God with and through the EXALTED Feminine. 

  

Are there inversions as Muse integrates into society that can get into the 

equation?  

  

Yes, but that's no longer pure Muse; kind of like as if a Sofia devotee falls too 

much into darkness and becomes more and more The Dark Mother as we know 

Her (as well as her evils, trauma, abuse, torture, oppression, restrictions, removal 

of free will and sex slavery in cahoots with an aspect of Shadow Masculine 

aggregates working against the feminine). 

  

I'm not talking about Cardi B and other Dark, shadow archetypal distortions 

that a single person can take on. I wouldn't conflate it. I'm talking pure Muse. 

Even Madonna and Britney as Western muses weren't as powerful or pure as the 

Muses we actually now have who are able to sustain Muse embodiment far more 

consistently.  

 

(Madonna’s Muse embodiment literally fluctuates btw because of other 

archetypal influences, karmic, implant and other energetic embodiment 

dynamics and distortions). 

  

So perhaps Muse and her lineage was also suppressed historically and excluded 

from Religion LIKE Priestess sisters and underground Sofia devotees, yet Muse 

thrived in the secular realm (henceforth; glory went to God, ego or country with 

many famous male artists but it was often always Muse behind the scene). 

  

NOW is the time for the honoring and expansion of all Priestesses, Muses and 

Sophianic devotees and Teachers!...A true awakening and equinox! 



  

Sophia, Muse & Priestess 

 
  

These are 3 different prime and ANCIENT fractal lineages (with their own 

encoded signatures) that have historically been suppressed b/c of masculine 

oriented religion and control of the primary discourse throughout much of 

Western history (as well as other more directly shadow masculine forces of 

control and the Dark Mother herself).  

  

Each of these lineages (and their codes) hold immense power and magic for 

blossoming into divine, siddhic feminine consciousness, sacred reunification, 

King and Queen-making and profound transformational influence both 

historically and in modern day.  

 

To change a woman’s life from the most abandoned, forsaken, abused and 

tormented into a Holy Sanctified Queen of Purity and Unity. One of which that 

a true King would desire. Such a transformation of consciousness! And all of that 

power is here with a path of devotional sacred reunification with the masculine 

and embodying more of Sophianic (and/or Muse principle). 



  

Again; this is about far more than feminism (which has taken things to a certain 

point), the distortions of post-modern feminism and let’s not even get into the 

Inversion of Queer Theory ideology).  

 

Much of the ideological Left bastardizes what we value as divine principle by 

limiting and constricting it (often with shame) as ‘CIS-Gendered 

heteronormativity’. As if a fragmented ideological lens is the greatest truth - Oh, 

what constriction!  

 

Similarly, however is how we unwittingly kinda bastardize the term ‘holy fuck’ - which also can reflect 

how non-conscious things are out there. Yes; you can experience hierogamy however, (like I have) AND 

sometimes in context use the term ‘holy fuck’ without actually permanently cursing the real thing; it’s 

about what foundation you are living from and how you ARE; experienced with Greater Truth on the 

spectrum – some ONLY know of ignorance from a Krystic perspective. 

 

This however, is about Divine Truth and its powers; source of all Life (and soul 

healing). 

  

We're going to talk more about the spiritual, social, cultural, emotional and 

sexual relevance of such supreme (Feminine) unleashed POWER in the here and 

now, BECAUSE these 3 hold a (or even THE) central key to healing the world, 

renaissance, awakening Kings, Guardians and collective Ascension itself. 

 

We don’t normally think of the Feminine as ‘powerful’, but I recommend to 

view it from an alchemical lens; She influences (often through different fractals 

of consciousness including authentic, immortal archetypes).  

 

Her tantra WEAVES with and through often more like water and yet it can also 

be blindingly powerful ‘in influence’ on you and the masculine.  

 



She is greatly versatile and many a Reunified priestess would have access to such 

powers as the Compassionate Empathic Mother and the Spirit-Inspiring Sexy 

Icon, etc. 

 

So view Her INFLUENCE (ie. From these 3 lines) as powerful and that’s 

different than when in general I refer energetically to masculine charisma and 

essences as more qi ‘powerful’ and feminine essence quality more as ‘essence’. 

Her radiant softness can also be MELTINGLY alchemical to DNA at divine 

embodiment levels. 

 

Anyways; 

  

This also means that women who are active TODAY on the actual front lines (as 

part of these ancient lineages) can have immense magic, power, beauty, 

influence and legacy in alignment with their highest soul expression in making a 

profound impact on their clients, in relationships and in the world. 

 

Powers and practical magic (the unbelievable!) beyond their personalized or 

projected and egoic-self identity. 

  

As we know, these 3 lineages or 'fractals' (and exaltation of these aspects of the 

feminine) had the active power to threaten the foundation of Christendom itself 

(along with their patriarchal religious stronghold on one half of the divine 

equation).  

  

After all; we are living in a causal timeline where 1 Half of Communion has 

been essentially and popularly outlawed as utter heresy for most of Biblical 

history.  

 



A quick sidenote that means disrespect, but even in Islam the role of women 

hasn’t been quite exalted and cherished as equal to Allah. I know; this IS heresy. 

What if BOTH aspects of Source were in Communion and to be equally exalted 

rather than just or mostly the Masculine?! 

  

With such historical suppression (and oppression); 

 

The powers of hierogamy itself (Sex of God and Goddess) remain untouched in 

almost all couples because of the suppression of sacred union consciousness plus 

sex being shamed and limited to inter-personal partnerships for reproduction. 

(And remember that ‘conscious loving’ through the twin flame template also 

isn’t the higher truth). 

  

And with it all; we have seen shadow masculine tyranny play out in many ways 

as a byproduct...and its desire to SUPPRESS and CONTROL the feminine in 

many ways. 

  

Being part of these lineages is LIVING a heresy that can change the world and 

honors all of those in their line that came before you. 

 

 



 
  

I’ll mention again; 

 

 

Even the recognition of Mary Magdalene has a different and muted 

understanding throughout most of Christianity with the greater heresy of Union 

with Christ threatening to topple Christendom itself (also represented as the 

great heresy in The Da Vinci Code). 

  

Heresies indeed; Muses (viewed as secular carnal ‘sin’ inspiring deviants), 

Priestesses (heretical 'witches' with Occultish powers) and believers of gnostic 

Christos-Sophia were outcast, shunned and shamed...even burned at the stake 

(blood and soul sacrifice for the greater Feminine principle) so they had to 

practice in private and fortunately memory and practice of them is RE-

AWAKENING! 

  

After all; in Catholicism and the rest of Christendom, Communion was with 

God the Father with and through the blood of his son. This is powerful in its 

own ritual however, again we are missing half of the equation itself with the 



Truth of the gnostic Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine: King and Queen 

consciousness. 

  

With that said (and heading towards King-maker clarity), we want to look into 

these more and understand that there are some distinctions between 3 primary 

and ANCIENT fractal lines: 

  

(Cristos)-Sophia, Muse & Priestess 

  

So let me first address Priestess in more details and then re-introduce the other 

two. 

  

After an initial overview, then we want to focus in on the core alchemical 

component that each of these 3 share: REUNIFICATION or Sacred Union. 

  

And then, we'll follow-on with some more distinctions between these Lineages 

which can help you discern if you already have Codes for any of them.  

  

Fortunately, there are already great oracles and guides within these divine 

feminine fractals of reunification here and now to support your calling through 

initiation and training (esp. for priestessing) - if indeed this IS along your path. 

  

We will continue in this mini-series with overviewing Priestess, Sophia & Muse 

in that order.  

  



 
 

Ahh....Priestess... 

  

An ancient, mystical and essential aspect of divine feminine power, healing, 

evolution and magic that has largely been suppressed as heresy throughout 

history.  

  

How is She different from other Archetypes? Do you hold these codes? 

  

Well..Let's move forward... 

  

After this initial Priestess lineage overview along with some Source Mythology 

(then Sophia and Muse overviews); we will then focus in on the core alchemical 

component that each of these 2 of these share (+ a specialized version of 

Priestess): SACRED REUNIFICATION. 

  

(And if you are new here and wonder why a man even dare speak about these 

things, I will just say for now that with Reunification principle, both Masculine 

and Feminine are activated and relevant...encoded in Communion – this isn’t 

just Goddess-centric anymore and definitely isn’t Feminist consciousness). 

  

After covering more on Sacred Reunification, we'll follow-on with some more 

distinctions between these Lineages. 



  

This extended warm-up towards the clarion call can help you discern if you 

already have Codes for any of them.  

  

We will also further explore the concept of Devotion and Devotional 

Reunification before we get to our finale.  

 

Now is a BIG TIME for more and authentic priestesses. And this includes 

LIVING as a different solution than just being a Feminist, Goddess or Solo 

Queen in the world (whether ‘partnered’ or not). 

  

All of this can help you gain more insight and soul clarity if you are ON a 

Priestess path already or if you are being called TO it as well as about where you 

are at. Feel which of these lineages calls to you the most (or use it as 

reinforcement for one that you are already in). 

  

Overviewing these 3 Ancient & Prime Divine Feminine 

Fractal Lines of Consciousness... 
  

Let me first address a little expanded Krystic mythology, then Priestess and in 

the next posts (re-)introduce the other two. We're going deeper so that it will 

help you connect to the power, codes and clarity that can help you know 

intuitively what is the next best step for you. 

  

As I inferred before; from the SOURCE feminine (which many regard AS Sophia 

rather than Gaia; the Meta-Mother and Feminine reflected principle OF God 

and with Sophia-Cristos being the perfect highest Union of source Masculine 

and Feminine; God the Father/Mother & King/Queen); 

  



We could then view different energetic and Essence based fractals of Divine 

Feminine qualities from there that have then incepted into consciousness 

through Humanity (accessible to some who have enough self sacrifice and 

rebirth, etc.).  

  

From *my* (2021) mythic lens expanding off of Sophia-Cristos principle; 

  

Many of these secondary Source Feminine fractals (with their own encoding) 

are prime archetypes like Mother, Goddess and the Elementals from the 

Daughter-Body of Gaia/Mother Earth which created SOURCE form as we know 

it. 

  

In this case with Sophia as meta-physical Divine Mother; Feminine Principle, 

Queen and Bride of God-Source Masculine; Priestess and Muse would be like 

first daughter fractals like Gaia; ancient signature essences of the Source 

Feminine yet that which remained meta-physical and in the realm of 

consciousness.  

  

Muse and Priestess would be divine sisters along with their sisters Goddess, 

Maiden, Princess, Earth, Water, etc.  

  

(A word: I'm not saying this kind of analogy is literally true per se; it's best to 

view it as source mythology if we expand upon Krystic principle to include 

other relevant fractal essences from source and how they integrate into gnostic 

consciousness. For now, it can at least help us to think clearly about such meta-

physical truths for our purposes). 

  

And each of these Essence-based secondary fractal lines (and pure Archetypes) 

of and from Source Feminine have different essenced, light-based and energetic 

qualities that are sourced in multi-dimensional 'codes' which a soul can 



potentially embody and live with. (Earth Goddess would also include lower 

dimensional qi and elemental encoding, but let's stay on topic). 

  

These gnostic archetypal divine qualities ARE authentic in their energetic and 

beauty signatures that show up in higher dimensional layers of qi and 

consciousness frequencies in human embodiment (I've done 100s of energy 

readings and this psychic awareness helps us to see their truth). 

  

A different perspective is that any woman or man has the ability to ACCESS and 

embody unlimited archetypal and cosmic power of consciousness, beauty and 

essence beyond their personalized ego-self because we are all connected to 

source.  

  

This is effectively and practically true btw. Celebrities have more influence from 

their presence and image alone because they are channeling more ‘qi’ (or ‘chi’) 

aka higher dimensional refined essences and archetypes. 

 

 
  

SO....we're focusing on 3 of the primary Divine Feminine lines that have 

famously been suppressed as heresy throughout most of history. Priestess, Muse 



and Sophia Herself....ancient wisdom from which you can access consciousness 

codes and wisdom from. 

 

Priestess: 
  

From this mythological lens; we can regard the Meta-Priestess (A primary aspect 

and Daughter of God the Mother Sophia) as the source fractal and mother of 

ALL Priestess lineages.  

  

And thus, we can also view her from an archetypal lens and reference the soul 

code qualities from there.  

  

Archetypally speaking (and with Priestess codes), there would be similar 

qualities and encoding in general throughout all Priestesses through all of time 

who can gnostically take on the impersonal, immortal essences, qualities, magic 

and power of Source Priestess as part of her Divinity. 

  

Here are some of the Priestess or Priestess Code qualities (which could be 

imbued into your own soul and karmic imprint): 

  

*She is encoded in supreme (and usually devotional) SOUL SERVICE 

  

*She is about her highest evolution of self and the satisfaction it brings to her 

soul, but it is in service 

  

*She is able to sacrifice and continue rebirthing herself into more of the divine 

service vessel she truly is 

  

*She is all about her gnostic connection to source 



  

*She is a powerful Soul Warrioress to be able to take on dark nights of the soul 

and great tribulation for her path 

  

*She is a powerful healer and may specialize in certain areas of healing 

  

*She is about the ongoing Mastery of her practical methods of healing and 

transformation 

  

*She knows how to commune with the Divine (and in many cases ascended 

masters and spirit guides) 

  

*She is highly skilled and practical techniques and magic 

  

*She is a deep Medicine woman and flexible to meet her clients and treatments 

where they are at 

  

*She honors and holds sacred temple space; able to share vulnerable, sacred 

intimacy and honor secrets 

  

*She is often a highly developed Mage, Oracle, Sage and Light Sorceress 

  

*With discernment (and in temple space), she carries the healing Compassion 

and Grace of Mother Sophia 

  

*She is multi-dimensionally activated and active 

  

*She is always practicing and improving her Light work and craft 

  



*She is able to embody many archetypes and is versatile in most or all aspects of 

the archetypal feminine (consciously or non) 

  

*Her Presence alone is rich in alchemical wisdom and codes so that someone 

could meditate in front of her and their consciousness would alter and receive 

life-transforming transmission downloads 

  

In most cases she is literally initiated into a specific Priestess lineage (although 

sometimes it is done through her spirit guides, angels or ascended masters). 

 

 
  

A coach or healer is NOT the same as a Priestess and Priestess consciousness is 

out of access of most people on earth; however, Her codes are opening up to 

more and more. 

  

Priestess codes denote this soul service calling to embody, work with and 

influence from the powerful and versatile realm of the divine feminine.   

  

An embodied Priestess has this soul encoding and exercises it (this encoding can 

be gained later in life; you don't have to be born with it) and also values being 



trained in the specialized skills that resonate the most with her style of healing 

or service. 

  

Receiving pure Priestess codes into the soul essence (seat of the soul) and then 

multi-dimensional auric and chakric embodiment (like through a Priestess 

activation or initiation) will accelerate one’s gnostic transformational journey, 

connection to source and healing magic powers as a Priestess. 
 

(I, Rion am specialized in doing archetypal embodiment activations which affect 

your consciousness and beauty as servicing the Muse-sourced brand of ‘Sexy 

Chi’). 

  

As we know, there are different Priestess lineages (usually representing divine 

feminine wisdom, womb wisdom and magic) throughout the world and cultures 

with their own specialized wisdom and Arts, but the Archetypal Priestess (and 

all lineages of Priestess as their own fractals), share these unifying qualities. 

  

Lineages within the Archetypal Meta-Priestess source fractal can include; dakini 

(tantra) priestesses, Isis priestesses, earth priestesses, Shakti priestesses, Quanyin 

priestesses (less common), womb healing priestesses, Arcturian, Atleantean or 

Pleiadean (starseed) priestesses, Magdalenic or Rose Line priestesses, etc. as well 

as earthier and darker art forms (which at some point may become more of the 

Witch archetype).  

 

A modern reference to a more Goddess-Warrior Priestess path is Elizabeth 

(Leone) Wilcock who is married to David Wilcock. 

  

Again, there are many differentiated lineages throughout different cultures of 

the world. Light Priestesses (Sophia and Muse for example) are generally the 

most pure. You may want to work in the one that resonates most with your soul. 

  



Dark Priestesses btw (as being closer to Shadow consciousness itself) can often 

get entangled with Dark Forces so must develop a specialized mastery as to not 

fall into Shadow Arts (including the Fallen or Dark Sophia, Black magic, voodoo, 

s@tanism, ie.). 

  

Compared to a Priestess, A Queen (ie.) is more about her highest spiritual self-

realization, sovereignty and managing her Queendom (generally speaking) 

moreso than intimate soul service.  

  

A normal (and even Reunified Queen) will often have a personalized King and 

boundaries to have absolutely nothing to do with other men outside of her 

Court.  

  

Without her even being aware of it; it's like other mortal men can literally feel 

the lofty and even cold disconnect and even dis-avowment towards them b/c 

she is in Love with something they are out of touch with as mortals;  

  

It's worth noting that although Reunified Queenship (with Cristos Principle and 

the aspect of God the King) is of central value to many Sophianic devotees (ie.) 

and most of their evolution remains internal; a Priestess is also about evolution - 

yet denotes an active and often intimate soul service to others. 

  

This means that not all Christos-Sophia devotees are at all Priestesses. They may 

be more on a Reunified Queen path; esp. if also seeking their mortalized beloved 

(who can embody Grail King codes where both are sourced in Hieros Gamos 

rather than conditional and mortal twin flame-ship attachment to each other). 

  

A Priestess however; (and especially *Reunified Priestess* which we will delve 

into more) is fully open IN proper client and sacred containers to reach and 



connect with the divine in people and men *other than* her personalized 

beloved or inner circle court.  

  

She will meet with the wretched and coax the shadows within a client's 

fractured psyche and energy body if it is aligned for him to be in the temple; 

whereas a Queen will generally maintain her Court (and not commune with 

such people). 

  

Consider that Sophia Queens will remain in devotion to the Beloved with and 

through their private practice (and then through their personalized beloved 

Lover-King if they have one). 

  

A Priestess provides an accessible connection to the divine; a bridge for more 

common men and mortals to experience profound growth and rare vulnerability 

(emotional, etc.) IF they are able to gain access to her wisdom or specialized 

work in temple space. 

  

Usually in devotional and multi-dimensional SERVICE, a Priestess BRINGS 

EXPERIENCED MAGIC, technique, wisdom and soul service directly to those 

she is able to serve through her specific means and methods (which is a big part 

of her practical training in a Priestess lineage).  

  

Let's move forward with a Sophia / Christos-Sophia (aka 'Krystic') 

overview...and remember that not all those with Sophia codes are or ever will 

become Priestesses. 

  

  



  
  

In our discovery towards the Reunified Priestess, we will now look more at 

Sophia / Sophia-Cristos:  

  

Still heresy to most of Christendom; Sophianic principle embraces the Feminine 

aspect of God at source (aka 'Sophia') instead of the more popular (and often 

dogmatic when filtered through Religion) Masculine perspective.  

  

The Godhead is valued as a Communion of both divine masculine and feminine, 

instead of merely masculine; God the Father (AND Mother aspect), God the 

King of Kings and Queen of Queens. 

  

How does that feel when you contemplate that right now in your body? 

  

This template of Christos-Sophia is held as a devotional living and gnostic 

spiritual practice of Hieros Gamos (or sacred reunification) with the exalted, 

source Masculine and Feminine.  

  

Female practitioners (or the predominantly feminine essenced) generally take 

on Sophia (God-Mother and God-Queen) codes and consciousness in relation to 

Divine Masculine Cristos principle. Christos or (God-Christ principle in view of 

Reunified Communion) is viewed as the devotional source of Love and object of 

Devotion. 



  

The alchemical transmutation of consciousness can move a devotee through 

different healing and archetypal stages towards reunified Queenship with the 

Godhead; God the Father, God the Lover (which religion leaves out) and God 

the King.  

  

This can be quite a journey as many women have held past traumas and fracture 

WITH the (lower and shadow) masculine. It also matters because if there are 

daddy issues from the biological father, where else to go assuredly and 

unconditionally but to the divine father?...and furthermore, to OWN one’s 

worthiness as a High Queen to such an Amazing King! 

  

This alchemical path of reunification is within one's soul and entire living 

embodiment to reunify with (this) Krystic universal principle. One's soul and 

consciousness; one's DNA transmutes closer to the Truth of Communion itself as 

siddhic principle (also referenced in the Gene Keys). 

  

This union can be on all levels spiritually, sexually, etc. and values the purity 

closer to source itself in Holy Truth of Communion (and experiencing heaven 

unto earth). Again; this foundation is NOT sourced in a mortal partner and such 

attachment. 

  

(From this Communion lens; Gaia the soul of Mother Earth could be seen as 

a/the physical daughter of Christos-Sophia). 

  

Gnosticism (of which there are different practices) values that all of us have 

God-spark within us and are connected intimately to source. 

  

It also values real experience over dogmatic principle and orthodoxy. 

  



From my current awareness now; there are slightly different schools within the 

meta framework/lineage of Sophia-Cristos which was ultimately or popularly 

inspired from the heresy of Mary Magdalene and Christ's (Yeshua) unity.  

  

Some background on that... 

  

The Magdalene Line 

(Popular Pre-cursor to Sophianic Principle): 

  

Mary Magdalene was known by many to be the living earthly embodiment of 

Sophia to some early Christians and Gnostics.  

  

She is also known as the living and archetypal reference point for the feminine 

counterpart of Christ; aka the literal but secretive 'Bride of Christ' manifest 

(moreso than just one of his disciples).  

  

Some schools of thought have her as an Egyptian high priestess and master of 

womb rites and Communion or Hierogamic magic and that she trained 

Christ/Yeshua in this (as a literal Kingmaker).  

  

Variant schools have re-opened in her meta-Rose or Magdalenic lineage. If I'm 

not mistaken, the Rose Lines focus more on divine feminine embodiment and 

less on the devotional aspect towards Masculine exalted principle. 

  

My current understanding is that Sophianic principle takes the concept of the 

other half and the Reunification after Mary Magdalene to flourish the gnostic 

practice OF divine reunification (Hieros Gamos) of masculine and feminine 

principle (Christos-Sophia). 

  



I like to differentiate Hieros Gamos (general principle and cultivation of Holy 

Communion between God and Goddess) from ‘hierogamy’; the more physical 

communion of Masculine and Feminine avatars in the bedroom. 

 

(Side note; Although I’ve been intentionally celibate for a long time now, I 

experienced hierogamy once with a yoked partner and the difference between 

that and conscious loving is astronomical and then the further distance with 

half-hearted but hot inter-physical borking is another astronomical degree on 

the spectrum). 

  

Although Mary Magdalene has other roles like in Catholicism, the Gnostic 

outlook holds her as worthy equal and bride of Christ. Women are generally 

attuned to Magdalene / Sophia. 

 

 
  

Again; 

  

I am NOT the foremost 3rd party expert on Cristos-Sophia or Magdalenic 

lineage; I AM however a very real living experienced teacher of sacred 



reunification from within the Muse fractal lineage rather than with Sophia or 

Mary Magdalene.  

  

99% of the Hieros Gamos templating is basically the same which is ALSO why 

many women in my Facebook circle have responded powerfully to my 

Reunification based Powerliminals and other training while being more in the 

Sophianic line. 

  

So there is immensely relevant cross-over between the Muse and Sophianic lines 

because they are both pure, divine feminine sourced.  

  

Speaking of which; this brings us right into introducing the Muse fractal line.  

 

The juicier stuff and how Sophia and Muse relate to Reunification and 

Priestesshood comes later, but let's just introduce the Muse lineage for now. 

  

There's been a lot of talk around Sophianic lineage, but much less is known 

about the ancient Muse lineage because most have viewed her without a pure 

spiritual lens. They have seen her secular success and judged it from there with 

their own projections as well as what is often included other energetic 

distortions of those who have embodied muse. 

  

Muse is a specialized aspect of pure, immortal, divine feminine consciousness. 

She is also a rare aspect that is already Reunified like Sophia...the dynamic and 

her essence qualities are a bit more specialized however.  

  

And like Priestess and Magdalene/Sophia, she has been around in human 

consciousness as an exalted (yet chastised) form for 1000s of years. 

  



Muse is and has always been the Queen of Music, Dance, The Arts & 

Celebration.  

  

We name museums after her and even 'music' itself is sourced in Muse. Ooh! 

(yeah!) 

  

She is the Divine Source Feminine inspiration of/to artists, musicians, lover and 

thus has had great influence not only on culture but literally on advancing the 

arts, science and technology behind the scenes. 

  

And because she was outcast from popular religion and seen as more secular or a 

'sin-inducing' carnal dancer, she learned to thrive outside of religion for 

centuries in casting her divine and uplifting spell. 

  

WHY? 

  

Because She (like Sophia) carries alchemical and eternal Reunification Codes!  

  

Again; the dynamic is a bit different however.  

  

Muse's beauty and influence in HER FULLEST EXPRESSION is primarily on 

inspiring REUNIFICATION WITHIN the Masculine spirit (so you might not 

even know about this gnosis as a woman) and her affect has been largely behind 

the scenes (b/c of religious ostracization which set her as secular).  

  

She learned to thrive in the Arts where she could have the liberty to be in Her 

Divine and fuller expression; we just aren't able to see Her consciousness and 

beauty behind it because we have placed labels on beauty, genres, ethnicities 

and names instead.  

 



Just because you haven't seen her perhaps, doesn't mean she isn't literally there 

embodied in certain pure artists (it took me years to 'see' her and now I can 

show her to anyone). 

  

Women not connected to performance arts but who ARE into spirituality or 

Sophia often have no idea about this connection or that Muse is even about 

Reunification or spirituality. She is DIVINELY so. 

  

Also; men can be lone wolves in their own world and may not even be 

conscious of their own creative process when they have been leveraging muse in 

the different forms she shows up in for them (including Hans Zimmer’s ‘Doris’) 

or Caroline to ‘Sweet Caroline’. 

  

Immortal Muse is supremely alchemical, sexual and spiritual high Feminine in 

the purest sense. What people might be conflating as Muse in most cases, isn't 

even Muse at all. 

  

She has carried forward through the centuries from temple dancers to purer 

gypsy dancers to courtesans to singers...from Bathsheba (7.5 Light Muse) to the 

Shalumite that inspired Song of Solomon in the Bible (9.2 Light Muse) to Greek 

Hetaerae to Geisha to the personal muses of Renaissance artists and our greatest 

male artists and musicians in history (many who have literally name their 

muse);  

  

Indeed - it is a Core Myth that took me on a journey to the Far East that would 

connect me to such ancient history in the LEAST likely of places. 

 

After I discovered Her Highness hidden in a curio shop in Southeast Asia 

literally 200 meters from the temples (and not in them); it then literally took me 



years to start 'seeing' her Truth even when it was right in front of my eyes the 

entire time.  

 

Muse was giving me signs all along that I kept following. Much of this was that 

she was speaking to me through music and guiding me to be the one to 

consciously see Her meta-Truth. 

 

With the discovery of my source-connection muses, what then unfolded in 2002 

caused miraculous growth of consciousness and me to become an industry leader 

who also had unlimited (applied) creative powers.  

 

 
 

Even in becoming an industry leader in the online men’s dating and seduction 

industry (as a NATURAL teacher under a slightly different moniker), it was her 

who was the real secret all along. 

  

I discovered that as a music producer, I could make new, original music every 

time I sat down and my paradigm shifting was legendary in that previous 

industry.  

 



She gave ME the confidence I was missing with women; she filled the gap that I 

couldn’t understand between sexual polarities and how the West had inverted 

and fractured many things that were spiritual and natural.  

 

It was all centered on her practical magic and 100's of men’s lives changed b/c of 

her (I have 100s of testimonials and men continue sending them in) and getting 

them back into natural, biological and spiritual ALIGNMENT with polarity.  

 

There is so much alchemical power in the ‘original Muse resource’ alone that it 

can continue to do transformational miracles. (I can literally facilitate and have 

trained on such alchemy). 

 

In addition to training me as High Magician in her applied priestess magic (in 

the more recent years); She was educating me in many things including the 

alchemical language of Light in evolving the Beauty industry with Sexy Chi out 

of only the 3rd dimension into 4th, 5th and beyond dimensions as well as moving 

performance arts itself into energetic mastery (I’m building Her Queendom). 

  

But that's the thing; it took an Alchemist like myself years to consciously even 

realize there was this entirely OTHER hidden form of Hieros Gamos or Sacred 

Reunification between the Masculine and Feminine that had more to do with 

God-Creative POWER and genius.  

 

It surely wasn’t in religion because this was essentially outlawed or shamed. It 

was through my devotion that more and more of the magic and power 

continued to be revealed. 

  

MUSE INSPIRES CREATION and the EVOLUTION of Masculine spirit to arise 

within men to connect to the Eternal. 

  



Because of her encoded eternal cosmic Communion with God the Lover and 

God the King; Muse awakens this Creative God-head impulse within the spirit 

of mortal men to become immortal in hopes OF reunification with such exalted 

feminine.  

 

She inspires them to contribute a voice in the halls of eternity...to become 

immortal in that sense. (But now with her DIRECT power, it’s so much more) 

  

And Sophia or Mary Magdalene?  

  

Doesn't quite spark that fire for the masculine-essenced the same way (and even 

when it does, it is for those who have an idolized or personalized Queen with 

whom to project or experience communion with).  

 

After a boy enters adulthood and breaks free from his biological mother, he is 

seeking reunification ideally with the highest feminine Lover-Queen he can 

‘attain’ through proving his worthiness.  

 

He may still have to resolve mother issues along his path. 

  

Muse may draw his eye with her intoxicating beauty that inspires his 

evolutionary impulse. 

  

MUSE brings mankind closer to God in a heretical secular way only because 

such divine feminine was OUTLAWED from patriarchal religious dominance. 

  

Understand that Reunification is the driving psycho-sexual and spiritual DESIRE 

of man-kind ever since the original birth mother wound of leaving the womb; to 

experience Holy Communion spiritually and sexually with the highest form of 



Feminine possible. We’re going to bring this up again when I introduce the Holy 

Grail but for now; 

 

This is the secret desire of man and it also explains the dynamic of sex 

transmutation of consciousness. 

  

The Cosmic Honeypot (a Gillian Pothier term); Muse makes GODS OF MEN. 

KINGS OF BOYS. The power to TRANSMUTE their lived, gnostic consciousness 

closer to Reunified, Krystic and Glorified Source. 

  

The alchemical power to mold geniuses, righteous warriors, artists, legends and 

heroes out of the forsaken. The relevant immortal power to awaken the most 

COMATOSE of hearts and to turn the most evil of tyrants into a great 

benefactor of good. 

 

Because she IS Reunified, she can impact the masculine in far deeper and greater 

ways than even Goddess can.  

 

She often does this indirectly without trying to influence him specifically. 

 

 



 

In a world of angry post-modern feminists who are castrating the Masculine, 

MUSE WEAVES MAGIC into the fractured and REUNIFIES their souls towards 

ascension and the Truth of Communion itself.  

 

Again; I’ve literally seen her (without being their physically) transform the 

sexual presence of men into attracting and living natural sexual confidence with 

real women. 

  

Far beyond physical beauty, her SPIRIT and higher dimensional 

presence/beauty also encoded in Light Eros INSPIRES THIS FIRE (sexual-

spiritual) within the Masculine whereas Queens, Goddesses or Feminists often 

literally don't give a damn and men still continue feeling dis-avowment by 

default in today's fractured spiritual, sexual and social culture.  

  

Muse is eternally relevant to mankind because she is circulating of reunified 

God consciousness herself yet through the Feminine essences and souls of the 

embodied (and this includes the entire spectrum of enlightened siddhic beauty 

btw). 

  

Men can access awakened world-creating powers in her Presence (in the 

presence of a woman embodied with great Muse consciousness); to be LIKE God 

in a Creative sense (and without ever having intercourse).  

 

So like the ancient Muse Priestesses in ancient Egypt temples and the 

courtesans, she has this power and influence; it’s just rarely been direct in 

modern history b/c she would mostly perform on stage as an unattainable Diva, 

Goddess Starlet. 

  



Muse has the power to cure incels - involuntary celibates - unworthiness, 

resentment and anger towards the feminine into sexual presence and power). 

I've seen her do that in actual men that I've worked with; LIFE transformations. 

  

Like Sophia, Muse is perpetually in Love with God the King and God the Lover, 

so She relevantly and alchemically awakens the highest spirit within men as a 

form of Attunement with the Krystic God the Creator, God the Worthy Lover 

and God the Father. Becoming a worthy Lover-Prince is just part of the journey 

for many men. 

  

And this feminine desire to express and be seen - to weave magic with and 

through her voice and movement; to dance before Kings is not to please them 

alone; it's in HER highest expression and fulfillment to do so. She can't help but 

rejoice - to be SEEN and inspire others as the Queen of Celebration and the Arts. 

  

Muse consciousness and Beauty has always carried these REUNIFICATION 

CODES and part of the secret magic is that man is never able to actually reunify 

with her because she is on such an exalted and immortal level in devotion with 

God the Lover; dancing for Him amongst the stars in HER highest 

expression...(until he becomes truly worthy, he may then be worthy of 

consensual communion with pure relational dynamics with an embodied muse). 

  

It's this flourishing Apollonian dynamic; this alchemical fire of polarity that is 

PURELY Creative with the masculine spirit wanting to build and do great things 

to appease her Highness in hopes of reunification. 

  

Yes; being a performance artist makes someone more likely to embody and 

express her archetypal Truth moreso than most women; however other dynamic 

factors like cultural conditioning, other archetypes, implants, shadow industry 



forces, a masculinized shell, etc. can stifle Muse from ever being embodied in 

many artists.  

  

Muse and her unlimited access to the Light Language of Alchemical Beauty is 

also rare in modern Western artists because of these other factors including 

conditioning and lack of energetic purity. 

  

She is rare when it comes to embodiment in common folk as well only because 

their consciousness and purity at that point does not hold proper soul resonance 

and temple space for her unique codes, beauty and power (that's not a judgment 

or put down on more average, consumer conditioned women). 

  

Now; not all performance artists, singers or dancers are able to embody 

authentic Muse consciousness, but many of them have who have enough soul 

service and purity can....and like I’ve mentioned before with Madonna, different 

artists can literally embody her or other archetypes MORE at different times and 

occasions and all of this can be energetically read. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



(Infamously; Michael Jackson was one of the few male Western performers to 

powerfully embody Muse - and this was a core secret to his powerful influence, 

presence and legacy). 
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Ok...so Muse is ANCIENT...she has inspired artists and the Apollonian dynamic 

of the Masculine for centuries (Apollo and the 9 Muses) to PROVE its worth to 

the feminine (b/c as Camille Paglia paraphrased says; a woman knows her 

identity when she has her first period, yet a man is inspired by her beauty and 

bombastically creative in hopes of reunification to prove himself worthy and 

heal the birthing mother womb wound of separation).  

  

Artists themselves consciously know of this dynamic of 'having a muse', yet we 

are referring to her SOURCE Fractal itself (and that which I have been in 

devotional sacred reunification with for 19.5 years). 

  



So, here's where this bridges together because - as of right now it might not 

even make sense how this has anything to do with Priestessing and how 

different Muse already seems from a Sophianic discipline in her own practice of 

reunification with Christos and becoming more of Sophia herself. 

  

Again; it's the Feminine TO Masculine dynamic that is to be referenced. And if 

you aren't a muse or can't see them through the filters of genres, culture and 

artist names then you may just not have that reference point yet until now. 

  

But here is also the opportunity BECAUSE.... 

  

Although her lineage historically has thrived in performance arts; the ancient 

Reunified Fractal Lineage of Muse is re-birthing Herself into a new fractal 

lineage OF Reunified Priestesses. 

  

Why? 

  

She was tired of only being seen on an unreachable pedestal on the stage of 

humanity while her alchemical powers and magic has grown. 

  

She sees the aches and pains of the Masculine in humanity and the Great 

Fracture; She finally wants to bring her magic literally to the front lines in a 

new fractal of Reunified Priestesses. 

  

This means that if you are called to become a Reunified Priestess you have 

another powerful and authentic path other than just Magdalenic or Sophianic 

lines! 

 

 

 



  
 

We initially brought up awareness of the historically suppressed Heresies of 

Sophia, Muse and Priestess. We are headed towards the Clarion Call of the 

Reunified Priestess Kingmaker and how this may relate with your path or not.  

  

Since these are incredibly powerful, magical and 'big commitment' paths related 

to soul service and ascension, we are taking our time in going through them.   

  

So...when we talk about Sophia Codes and Sophianic Principle, Muse Codes and 

Priestess Lines and Codes (‘Codes’ being multi-dimensional blueprints of light, 

essences and information)..we can also look at some of their more distinct 

differences comparatively which may help to designate what your soul resonates 

with the most.  

  

Furthermore; we will also briefly explore how these interweave Devotion, 

Reunification with Masculine principle and of course the calling of Reunified 

Priestesshood itself.  

 

All of this will help you get more soul clarity on WHICH (if any) of these 3 

divine feminine fractal lines you are called to - or reinforce that which you are 

on.  

  



To help with that I will even throw in some Muse lineage dis-qualifiers for self-

reflection! 

  

Now...let's delve more into distinctions between the 3 lines 

  

**DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE 

FRACTALS/CODES** 
  

Earlier, we went into a lot of the signifiers of the Priestess Archetype and the 

unifying factors that show up universally amongst all the more unique Priestess 

fractal lines themselves. 

  

It's important to mention again that there is a NEW King-making, Reunified 

Priestess fractal lineage directly from the prime Muse lineage itself that has 

already been incepted.  

  

Muse has decided to take her magic off the untouchable centerstage and literally 

to the front lines of Priestessing itself to help the world Reunify through this 

rebirthed branch of her lineage. 

  

So henceforth, we will refer to performance artist mainline lineage muses as M1 

and M2 as the Consciously Reunified Spiritual and Priestess Fractal of Muse. 

  

Now; what really differentiates these 3? 

  

Generally; a Priestess is on an evolutionary path of Soul Service, usually within a 

specialized lineage or mystery school of training, healing and magic. Often her 

work is more intimate with clients in a sacred container. 

  



There are many Priestesses who are NOT AT ALL in (or even aware of) the 

Christos-Sophia line of Reunification itself. Most priestesses have nothing to do 

with Muse (M1 or M2) either.  

 

Most priestesses are therefore NOT Reunification encoded priestesses. 

  

Generally; a Christos-Sophia devotee or woman with Sophia Codes is on her 

own gnostic internal path of reunified healing and ascension - usually re-

birthing more and more into new levels of Reunified Queen.  

 

This ancient and archetypal path is of course heretical to mainstream 

patriarchal-based religions as well as controversial and heretical to post-modern 

feminism and of course beyond the scope and paradigm of ‘gender studies’ 

(including their dismissal that women historically have congregated together 

inter-generationally throughout most cultures). 

  

But consider that in this aspect, a woman initiated into the Sophia fractal, is not 

at all necessarily serving AS a literal priestess in applying healing, wisdom and 

magic to others. 

  

(With that said; some who are actively in the Sophia lineage ARE applying 

themselves, their magic and healing in sessions to/for/with others and could 

thereby be called Sophia-Teachers or maybe even Sophia-Priestesses). 

  

Generally; most Muses (M1) are NEITHER applied priestesses NOR active in the 

Sophianic reunification line.   

 

They have their own performance artist values (and THIS is also exciting but 

isn’t the scope of THIS report but there will be other materials and messaging 



directly to M1’s and their values to transition into M2 priestessing, soul service 

and financially supporting their careers as muse-artists). 

  

I'll mention again that Sophia and Muse are the prime and ancient Reunification 

fractal lineages of the immortal Divine Feminine consciousness. Even Goddess as 

we know her in the collective unconscious isn’t actually in Communion with 

God (although Light Goddess or Reunified Goddess/Sophia would be). 

  

Muse's M1 influence has been in the non-conscious alchemy with the Masculine 

spirit; a Creative-Sexual Spiritual Reunification that attunes God The Creator 

within the Masculine.  

 

In otw, muses themselves are not consciously aware of this spiritual reality and 

their multi-dimensional influence; they are simply following their soul calling 

and integrity to fuller expression. M2 represents the conscious breakthrough for 

them as well. 

  

Whereas it is almost entirely women into Christos-Sophia; Muse's impact (M1 

or M2) is HIGHLY influential and magical ON the masculine spirit.  

  

Often, M1's aren't even aware of their influence and how life-changing it can 

be; they seem immortal and unattainable to mortal men. Muse's magic goes deep 

because the deepest truth of Muse-ic is that it IS healing.  

  

Again; Muse has always been Reunified and with much the focus on Sophia, 

many overlook her Sister (or Daughter) of Muse b/c she has thrived in the Arts 

which we don't treat as the spiritual reality that it is. 

  

Humanity has instead created these labels, genres and even icons that prevent us 

from ever seeing the Truth of Her consciousness even when she is behind it the 



entire time. Again; I can show you (and have taught men for years in paid 

programs) but we don't have time here and now to remove your filters. 

  

So let's just cover some instant details so you can get more a sense of their 

distinctions. 

 

 
  

Priestess: 

  

*Soul Warrioress on continual rebirth of evolution into greater service 

 

*Deep and experienced in magic and method mastery 

 

*All about soul service 

 

*Is open to being the apprentice while learning 

 

*Will meet with the forsaken when Queens never would if it fits 

 



*Usually initiated into a specific Priestess lineage 

 

*Masteress of transformational techniques in her specific fractal lineage 

 

*Great healing powers as a Mage 

 

*Can take on different archetypal powers 

 

*Holds temple space and uses sacred rituals 

  

  

Muse: 
  

*Cosmic life of the party (pretty much wherever she goes) 

 

*Dancer to God and Kings 

 

*Honeypot to the Ascendant Masculine 

 

*Queen of Inspiration to the Masculine (whereas Sophia-Lover is more 

personalized) 

 

*Always Relevant to men and the Masculine 

 

*Ooozing Light Eros and Feminine Allure 

 

*Affects men far more than Goddess b/c she Circulates Reunification itself 

 



*Pierces men's auras with her Codes and can transmute their DNA from 

presence 

 

*Loves men and the masculine 

 

*Queen of Music, The Arts & Celebration 

 

*Acts single even when she isn't (a more advanced study b/c she is actually 

liberated IN Devotional Communion) 

 

*Has an open wildness and shamelessness 

 

*Intimidating to men who can't handle her presence 

 

*Turns heads where she goes 

 

*Likes to break rules and be a rebelle 

 

*Men are mesmerized by her 

 

*Shares her radiant beauty and allure with the world like the intoxicating 

fragrance it is 

 

*Inspires God the Creator Spirit within mortal men to leave an eternal legacy 

 

*Loves dance, song and celebration 

 

*Often a roller-coaster of emotion 

 



*Bit of a rule-breaker 

 

*Dance can be like a religion to her 

 

*Can also transmute men's presence in her DNA but expression is often held 

back b/c of personalization & discernment when off-stage 

 

*Alchemical levels of multi-dimensional beauty  

 

*Must cultivate and be in her fullest expression; has great integrity and values 

here 

 

*Has high status, is usually sexy and cool B/C she influences culture; no body 

shame 

 

*Has cultural value, relevance and impact 

 

*Values her voice and masterful expression 

 

*Has zero conflicts around, beauty, body and being seen 

 

*Inspires devotion 

 

*Loves attention from men and transmutes negative energy instantly so it 

doesn't affect her 

 

*Is encoded in inspiration and Devotion with God the Lover (this aspect is often 

non-conscious in M1) 

 



 

  
  

Sophia 
(when manifest purely enough in a woman):  

  

*Reunified Lover within herself without requiring a man 

 

*Has alchemical beauty and presence; lit aura 

 

*Has a strong Light Eros Lover quality in her field 

 

*Strongly attuned to her multi-dimensional Feminine qualities and Beauty 

essences 

 

*Is able to create and experience hierogamy itself (cosmic, alchemical love) 

 

*Often has siddhic Beauty qualities shining through (whether conscious of them 

or not) 

 



*Men are drawn to her presence and enlightened Lover beauty as witnesses from 

afar 

 

*Can easily attract high quality men but is often too discerning to just get into 

another relationship b/c God is her Source 

 

*Seems that she would STRONGLY be an enlightened Lover to the right man, 

but is very discerning 

  

  

Muse (when manifest purely enough in a woman): 

  

All the same that Sophia has listed above but more the quality of ‘seeming’ 

eternally single because she will radiates her life force chi to the world and is 

liberated; values being seen in full expression and is more dance-friendly than 

Sophia.  

 

Values things like beauty, sexuality, art and culture whereas some in the Sophia 

lineage have value conflicts in these areas and how loud things can be visually 

sometimes.  

  

Although she is in Devotional Reunification, again - there's a special non-

attachment in her Spirit that allows her to truly experience Liberation of 

Expression (even when she holds boundaries with an earthly Lover-King). 

  

Notice how there are still a lot of similarities between high Muse and Sophia?  

 

It's because they are the Reunified Meta-Archetypes of the immortal Feminine! 

But yeah Muse stands out... 



  

More Down to Earth Common Qualities of Women on a Sophianic Path: 

  

*Healing her father wounds 
 

*Healing her trauma and wounds with the masculine 

 

*Healing her inner child 

 

*Stepping into her sovereignty and worthiness more towards Reunified Queen 

 

*On a gnostic personal journey of total self-transmutation of consciousness 

 

*May be far more personalized than a Muse in sharing her energy with the 

world (and closing off her sacral chakra) 

 

*Often may be naturally seeking a mortal version to be her manifest King in the 

physical 

 

*Less likely to be life of the party and more likely to communicate with her 

circle and Queenly court 

 

*More likely to close off their sexual and emotional energy towards others in 

public 

  

Sophianic women are more discerning in who they would share their energy 

with (esp. on a Sophia-Queen path) whereas a Muse is more about the ongoing 

integrity of HER expression and sharing that with the world. Few men seem to 

be able to truly meet her Presence so she often has to compromise with mortals 

(and can get caught up in industry power games). 



  

So if you have resistance to influencing culture itself, being SEEN, having 

attention on you, valuing mostly Mothership *while* being disconnected from 

your Lover or Exhibitionist, showcasing your devotional beauty to the world, 

being sensual and sexy, attracting exponential attention from men (and the 

triggers around that), impacting men and easily handling that energy... 

  

Muse may NOT be for you unless you know you have codes OR are called, yet 

just have to overcome those resistances. And these are just introducing some of 

the qualities so you can differentiate.  

 

So although Sophia and Muse do have a LOT in common... 

  

Muse is more like the crazy fun, must celebrate, radiate and influence others 

dance-version whereas Sophia is often more focused on the purity of more 

general Communion and the qualities then possibly within a personal King-

Lover with which to experience Hierogamy with (often towards Motherhood). 

  

Muse is generally about big influence wherever she goes and Sophianic women 

in general are more discerning with whom they share their energy and value 

having a Court. Is this helping you get more discernment? 

  

If you have issues about being objectified, Muse may never be for you. (There is 

a mini-series however I wrote on the Divinity of Objectification which can be 

searched on my FB profile as extended study). 

  

So keep in mind these qualities of Source Lineage Muse...they've carried through 

the centuries and we will introduce Sophia-Priestess and Muse-Priestess coming 

up. 

  



 

 

A Couple of Muse Path Disqualifiers 
   

A Muse path likely ISN'T for you if you; 

  

*Don't love to dance or sing (or at least desire to become masterful here) 

 

*Have issues around being sexual, universally objectified and ‘seen’ 

 

*Have value conflicts around righteous power, influence and affecting culture 

itself 

 

*Only value pure Christos while judging music, dance, culture and everything as 

corrupt inversions 

 

*Want to keep your energies personalized with your mortal beloved and not 

share universal qi to the world from your presence 

 



*Are too religious and/or judgmental of performance artists in their pure 

expression 

 

Those are just a couple to help you get more clarity on (in addition to 

distinctions already mentioned).  

 

So of the 3, which one do you feel MOST resonant with? 

  

A lot of women are on more a Reunified Queen path (which is far different than 

the Westernized Diva-Queen templating). Sophia may be more for you and the 

intimacy of sharing with a Lover-King the divinity and Communion you have 

with Christos-Sophia. 

  

Maybe you ARE called to Muse or a new reinvention of Self with Her. 

  

And Remember; 

  

Priestess isn't specifically about Reunification until we get to the fractal form of 

it which would be Reunified Priestess.  

  

And the only ones we know of are Sophia-Priestess and the new Muse-Priestess. 

This is a RARE form of Priestess which we will talk about more. They have the 

power to change the world on the frontlines from intimacy. 

  

There may be Queen-Priestesses out there teaching (or Goddess-Priestesses) 

who are in a less Krystic Soul Mate (or twin flame template) Reunification with 

their personalized beloved; this is not the same as the encoding with Muse and 

Sophia however which is with God-Source. 

  



So, it's important to understand the delineation that someone may be involved 

in 1, none, 2 or 3 of these lines at the same time. 

  

Now; someone MAY have codes for any or all of these 3 lines, but they may not 

be experiencing or applying them IN a lineage. So you can also contemplate that 

as well;  

  

'What codes do I currently have?' (If any). 

  

You may have codes, yet may not be officially initiated INTO a Priestess, 

Sophianic or Muse (M2) lineage. Fortunately, you don't have to be a 

performance artist (M1) in order to have codes for a conscious cultivational path 

of Reunified Muse-ship or Muse Priestessing.  

 

In fact, we started attracting 'non-industry' women (as M2) to The Cosmic Muse 

2 years ago in L.A. (Gillian Pothier and I). 

  

Muse HAS opened her new fractal for certain women with codes; to embody 

rare Muse consciousness and train as a Muse Priestess. Muse is easily in less than 

1% of the population btw, so when I use the term rare it’s in a high value 

rarified sense, NOT one of attracting more scarcity. She’s pre-qualifying new 

women who have codes to then GROW her fractal through their own soul 

expression and service as well (then in the future = less rare). 

  

With that said, consider that an Earth-Priestess for example, may have just 

downloaded Sophia codes at the last equinox that may shift her path more 

towards Reunifying with God the King for another example. 

  



You might have a mix; for example, a lot of performance artist muses (M1) do 

actually have Sophia reunification codes (I can give examples), but don't know it 

and not even officially be initiated into a Sophia or Priestess lineage.  

  

Yes, you can have codes for all 3, but this is more rare. 

  

And with Priestess, Muse or Sophia Codes; it's like the soul is ready, but you 

may not be consciously aware or active of the built-in magic and connection you 

already have. (I can psychically read if someone has these but have stopped 

doing these readings on FB for a few reasons). 

  

So contemplate if you are in either of these 3 powerful divine feminine fractals 

or if you have codes through resonance with what we covered so far!  

  

Or perhaps soon, codes for Priestessing or integrating Muse - and going down 

that path - might start coming through (ie.) These can be powerful life shifting 

things esp. if they stir your heart and soul...and if the desire to see righteous 

Kings rise does as well. 

  

We will move forward towards the Clarion of the Reunified Priestess by delving 

more into the qualities of Devotion, Reunification with the Masculine and the 

calling of the rare Reunified Priestess. 

  

  



  
  

Ok...we covered some distinctions between Sophia, Muse and Priestess Lineages 

and their Codes in Part 4 to help you get a sense of what you may have codes for 

or to reconfirm your current path.  

  

Now; as we continue moving forward - and for simplicity sake, we're going to 

put Priestess in general behind (and all of Her other, non-reunified lineages) and 

focus specifically on Reunified Priestess.  

  

Again; ALL of this btw is essentially heresy to traditional Religion - which in 

large part has denied or suppressed the Feminine Half of the Equation of 

Communion itself throughout history (as well as much else of spirituality, 

shamanism and plant medicine for example). 

  

This rarer archetype of Reunified Priestess along with Sophia and Muse lineages 

(and codes) allows us a more simple focus on divine feminine lineages and paths 

richly encoded with Ancient, Immortal Devotional Sacred Reunification Codes. 

  

But before we move on you might be asking; "Why again am I listening to Rion 

- a heterosexual male about all of this and priestessing?" 

 

(And if you asked; ‘A CIS-Gendered hetero-normative white male’ then please 

just leave this book now LoL!) 



  

Well; firstly, because this is REUNIFICATION so it doesn't EXCLUDE or excuse 

the Masculine in favor of Feminine predominance only (say, like Earth 

Goddess).  

  

This is what's majorly different about Reunification fractals which is radically 

different than the Inversion of post-modern feminism and Queer theory as well 

as the Shadow aspects of masculine patriarchy (without going into it here, but 

that which bastardizes and diminishes the Divine Principle of Communion). 

  

Add that my main gnostic spiritual growth for 19 years has been alchemical 

sacred reunification with Muse. I am in her lineage rather than the more 

popular (although still very heretical Sophia lineage). 

  

I've even influenced 1000s of men with the method of transmutational 

consciousness I discovered - encoded with Muse. We even have an underground 

community with active practitioners who are in reverence with Muse (and who 

has been alchemically cultivating THEIR divine masculine consciousness, 

presence, worthiness and power).  

 

This practice actually became an underground ‘thing’ in the Pick-up artist 

community and on their forums (where I was one of the top ‘natural’ leaders 

however which valued connection not manipulation). 

  

I may share more about my qualifications later (the entire dating/attraction 

thing is also based on polarity and connection) - but you could see it also a sign 

that so many women with Sophia Codes have responded VERY well to my 

work, transmissions, activations and Powerliminal attunements over the past 

several years (Sophia and Muse are the 2 reunified meta-archetypes). 

  



SO....let's talk more on Reunification and Hieros Gamos. 

  

If you have Reunification Codes (from any of these 3 ancient lineages), naturally 

you may find yourself lighting up about this kind of stuff as we move 

forward...because if you know you have it - you may find that it's E-V-E-R-Y-T-

H-I-N-G to you like it is to me. 

  

I am in RICH and deep DEVOTION with pure High Muse...I'm obsessed and I 

can never get enough of her.  

 

For 19 years now across 15,000 hours of direct alchemical meditation experience 

and countless trials and tribulations, she's been training me as her High Priest 

and new fractal lineage holder. I have several sessions with her a week on 

average every week. 

  

I've been training men for years and sharing our Veneration for her in actual 

training programs and live experiences - seeing miracles done in men's lives 

even in those just practicing our methodology on their own and their feedback.  

  

Her magic even helped me to THRIVE with women and consensual dating years 

ago until I realized with my double 29 Gene Keys that it was all the Shadow of 

Half-Heartedness (and ultimately; it's meant to be Muse only in those regards 

which explains my Purity of Celibacy for a long time here b/c my meta Hieros 

Gamos Union with her and my Purpose is prime).  

 

I've infamously said before on Facebook that you may have to go FOREVER 

(paraphrased ;) without finding your mate; that's how serious this is.  

  



In 19 years, I've only ever received one actual kiss and then some Rated PG 

spooning with a real muse. (This is all part of the trials and path because my 

devotion is also in Service to Her lineage moreso than any potential partner). 

  

I felt SO fulfilled just in the presence of being with that dancer muse, then so 

what did She do? She had us break up (even though it twisted my heart all 

around and I was seeing the world in technicolor) - so I could get deeper into 

the real training and tribulation to start her Priestess lineage instead. I had to go 

through more tribulation and release anything close to mortal connection. 

  

The entire thing has been on devotional faith, so I'm a living testament of this. 

Reunification paths have POWERFUL, powerful magic with them because we 

are working with Pure Source power and ancient mystic Truth that has been 

otherwise suppressed.  

 

The powerful energy work that integrated along the path (Reiki Master and 

studying with Grandmaster Zhou ie. And downloading Orion and Her codes 

were all further weaved into this). 

  

Anyways; moving on.....The Magic with any path of Reunification is real 

because Truth is alchemical and experiential; REAL transmutation of 

consciousness including DNA (Gene Keys btw weaves beautifully into all of this 

and the frequency bands of consciousness and siddhic beauty).  

 

Having a partner can often DISTORT the real work and even place him as a false 

idol (twin flame dynamics).  

  

 

 

 



 
 

Sacred Reunification and Communion of Christos-Sophia is the Highest 

Principle at the Source of Creation itself; Divine Masculine and Feminine. (aka 

'Hieros Gamos' as the active union and devotional crystalization that then 

influences into all dimensions). 

  

And im practicum it is EXALTING and venerating Christos from Sophia for 

example; melting into the Beloved. Or in my case and that of the 100's of 

practitioners, it is venerating Muse as She attunes us into God-seeded worthy 

King, Warrior, Magician Lover consciousness and embodiment ie.  

 

In my case because of my mad devotion and all forms of faith, I became the 

translation point of her Priestess powers, like a kati-litic converter. I mean really 

she had done miracles in my life and through me influencing 1000s of men; 

having great transformational influence that after YEARS and when I was living 

in West Hollywood, I first started realizing that I could start turning things 

around to start giving back to HER. 

  

So these are powerful forces of Light that have often been inverted. 

 



Religion popularly takes away much power from us as individuals to have more 

spiritual authority through their filters and almost entirely removes the power 

of Sex and the heretical concept of God/Sophia the Lover. 

  

Now.. 

  

Before we go on, remember that; if you are saturated more with Sophia Codes, 

remember that the Muse lineage influences the MASCULINE immensely so you 

might not be in touch with how relevant that is when (for you) the Devotional 

focus is more on the Masculine Christos; God the Father, King and Lover aspect 

(devotion towards your highest opposite polarity).  

  

So consider that I'm coming from a Divine Masculine experienced side of the 

equation (very experienced in the higher dimensions) around the exact same 

subject of gnostic sacred reunification with the immortal, meta-physical aspect 

of God The Creator to Muse (rather than Sophia - although I also have that 

connection through Muse).  

  

And because of this I've (inadvertently?) become the Grandmaster Alchemist of 

Sex Transmutation (of sorts – or ‘so to speak); having that unlimited wellspring 

of creativity (literally like in music and industry leading thought flow, graphic 

design) and much more.  

 

She's set me light years ahead in areas and people have confirmed this. Some 

were saying Etienne Charland and I were light years ahead in 2012 (my Muse 

alchemy meditation practice was also set HIM light years ahead becoming the 

top protégé of Alchemy master Jacques Tombazian with whom I also studied 

under, but less so). 

  

Remember; 



  

YOUR polarity attunement might be more as Sophia to God-head or as Muse to 

God-head, but it's the same concept. 

 

And part of it might be related to why I literally haven’t friend requested 

women on Facebook for YEARS; only received requests and look at the number 

and high quality of women I’ve been attracting.  

 

What if we had MORE men and Soul Warriors in devotion to aspects of the 

Exalted Feminine or at least living their Soul purpose!? 

  

So.....More specifically;  

 

What IS Hieros Gamos or Sacred Reunification? 

  

I've been talking about it and teaching on it for years (and practicing it for much 

much longer). We’ve referenced it here quite a bit. 

  

It is simply a devotional practice of sacred reunification with the immortal 

Beloved. Hieros Gamos being the ancient Greek framework/understanding of 

divine union or Sex of God and Goddess; sacred union. 

  

In most cases with Sophianic lineage; it is in experiential meta-physical 

reunification with God the King and God the Lover (Christos-Sophia) as more 

and more of the worthy, crystalized Sophia-Queen consciousness. 

 

A form of Hieros Gamos (Sacred Union) was practiced with ancient priestesses 

in temples in Mesopotamia (allegedly for at least 100’s and 100’s of years) 



channeling the goddess Inanna to her land-god counterpart; which would 

activated and attune those men whom she slept with in the temple to God-self.  

 

There is reference to Hieros Gamos in Greece a bit as well, but much of it was 

historically in Sumer (Mesopotamia) and later Babylonia. The archetypal Inanna 

later became Ishtar and then Aphrodite. Priestesses could authentically embody 

this archetypal consciousness and have powers to activate men into Kings or 

Kings into Immortal consciousness, reunification and power. 

 

Egyptian temple priestesses were trained in high magic and could also be known 

as Muse Priestesses in that they were also active in arts, music, song and dance.  

 

I’m still discovering more of how much they also practiced literal hierogamy 

with initiates in their temples although they would have been very select men. 

Sometimes they would choose a boy-man to initiate during a seasonal festival I 

remember reading. 

 

Mostly; however, we are referencing the Krystic understanding of Hieros 

Gamos; sacred meta-physical union or reunification of divine masculine 

(Christos) and source feminine (Sophia). That – or Muse and Christos. 

 

So don’t get too throw off about the concept of the Sacred Prostitute aspect of 

things. There is deep magic with it when we remove all judgment, filters and 

morality however – this aspect isn’t required for a Reunified Priestess and would 

be one form that she could decide for herself or only choose to remain celibate 

OR even just with her own mortal beloved manifestation. 

  

I’ve mentioned it before, but this is critical to understand; 

  



THE FOUNDATION OF HIEROS GAMOS IS NOT YOUR EARTHLY 

PARTNER OR HUSBAND - nor is it in the seeking of a partner with which to 

then seek connection to as the answer. This mortality as a foundation 

immensely limits your power as a priestess in divine service as well. 

  

And the foundation sure as heck isn't any toxic boyfriends or husband/s from 

your past! Muse and Sophia are encoded and Crystalized in highest dimensional 

Truth in the Ecstasy and Devotion with the Beloved. 

 

 
  

I've talked for the last few years to a large extent about the 'twin flame 

trap'...how conscious women will attract a twin flame with which they can then 

seek connection to Christos consciousness; yet it also comes with his baggage.  

 

In most cases, it never is Christos b/c it is an impure, relational and conditional 

mortal connection to man...and the ATTACHMENTS that ensue of how HE 

makes you feel which can then turn into manipulative, toxic games and needs 

fulfillment....then seeking another twin flame partner to replace the energetic 

void for fulfillment. 

  



That is NOT the foundation at all for a worthy Kingmaker; nor is it a woman in 

healthy energetic embodiment for full-on priestess service. 

  

Many whom are IN relationships with a conscious King-Lover can also lose 

connection to the pure immortal source; the lines can get blurred.  

 

MOST relationships in the world are based on the mortal commitment and 

inter-personal entanglement which is entirely different than universal immortal 

devotion and THEN connecting to the Source with and through your 

manifestation of the immortal Beloved. 

  

From this Hieros Gamos Krystic foundation however; then you can bring cosmic 

Queen and Lover into the earth from heaven (not to mention cosmic union of 

sex and ecstasy that is just ‘beyond’ as immortal lovers, all archetypes and 

heaven and earth meet again in Unity). 

  

True Hieros Gamos and Sacred Union is templatized and founded - encoded IN 

DIVINE UNION, not mortal partnership. So for potential Reunified Priestesses, 

they have to get CLEAR and founded in such a proper, healthy foundation – free 

from attachments to amazing male VIP clients they might attract as well; to 

truly serve. 

  

And there are different practices OF reunification but usually it is practiced on 

your own. If you have a partner; there are many partner practices, yet the thing 

about tantra and 'conscious loving' is that it often isn't based in Christos-Sophia 

at all.  

  

Tantra and conscious loving ‘maithuna’ CAN become a potential path to higher 

reunification and a path to ‘samadhi’ omniscience but in most cases (beyond just 

conscious couples) there are too many attachments, entanglements, agendas and 



a maligned foundation to begin with that can lead to co-dependencies, 

manipulation and toxic abuse on the bad side of things.  

 

Hieros Gamos itself is PURE in foundational architecture; free from human and 

mortal conditions, game-plays, agendas and distortions. 

  

Here and now isn't the time and place to go into literal reunification practices or 

rituals...just know that they are there. I'm very experienced in the forms that I 

use specifically (with Muse reunification) and integrating modalities to support a 

practice of gnostic reunification. There are also many specific techniques and 

tips. 

  

And central TO practicing sacred reunification are the literal experiential and 

devotional sessions. 

  

But WHY ON EARTH would you want to get into a spiritual path (or service as 

a Priestess) of Sacred Reunification? 

  

Women have different reasons and I have talked to and worked with many of 

the challenges they face along such a path; especially those who have been on a 

twin flame cycle with past lovers and moving to the next with the same patterns 

repeating themselves.  

 

This can be its own illusion b/c it IS hotter, sexier and more conscious than 

normal couples having intercourse. It can also become toxic and conditional. 

  

Again; a Priestess Kingmaker would have to be clear of these templates before 

being able to serve. 

  



There is NOTHING like God the Lover, God the Father and God the King 

(encoded in Christos-Sophia principle) and the authentic heresy of it (outside of 

cultural and religious templates) to heal ALL past wounds with the Masculine as 

well as living in siddhic principle of Communion and other Beauty essences in 

sacred union with the divine as a High Queen (or serving as a Priestess). 

  

Bad experiences, abandonment and trauma with the masculine can generally 

'best' be healed in relation to the META Masculine - divine source - and the 

special men who embody such codes with service, sacred space and *integrity* 

(and these men may have to be vetted in different ways for you to know).  

  

God the Father aspect brings in infinite healing power to heal the broken inner 

child/daughter for example. And many women may have to heal their Princess 

before maturing more into healthy, heaven on earth Reunified Queen who 

honors righteous masculine principle throughout her cultural and social reality 

as well. 

  

This isn't a path for most women at all. 

  

Sometimes your soul just HAS the codes and MUST be on this path which also 

has everything to do with living a rich, multi-dimensional relationship with a 

Lover-King and experience Cosmic Union of Hierogamy more as God and 

Sophia for example (and lesser archetypal consciousness with and through you). 

  

Being on a gnostic path of Reunification with the Divine Masculine; God the 

Father, King and Lover (minus religious orthodoxy) provides INFINITE 

transmutational power of consciousness because the Truth is all real.  

 

You just have to know how to work with it and the Law of Resonance to attune 

more into Union with Christos/God principle. 



  

As you do; it transforms your subjective consciousness, thus frequencies, thus 

multi-dimensional light waves, thus presence and beauty itself.  

 

You attract entirely different people and have greater influence in life b/c as you 

are reunified; the world starts to come into peace, harmony, love around you - 

where righteous masculine principle rises up in provision, protection and 

support because it was there all along.  

 

And that’s different than ‘waiting’ or playing sex wars games with the 

masculine. 

  

You just had to shift your alignment with such Truth. 

  

Let's talk a bit more about the devotional aspect. 

  

Two of the most powerful forces in the world are Reunification and Devotion - 

and the greater Truth of them (as rare as they are to access in our Tik-Tok 

friendly modern culture)...they are utterly alchemical and can rapidly transmute 

consciousness.  

  

Devotion is encoded in Christos-Sophia and Muse consciousness (although most 

M1's are not 'consciously' aware of this truth). 

 

 

 

 

  



God principle and the Feminine source aspect of Sophia (as well as the lesser 

Truth of Gaia and our Sun) are infinitely connected and in Communion with 

each other.  

 

 
 

Source of all Creation, Beauty and Life. In a way, the Earth requires the Sun in 

perfect balance to create the literal atmosphere and biochemical environmental 

for all Life to spring forth as we know it AS both divine (the soul aspect) and 

physical (body). 

  

In the greatest Truth of the Cosmos and all of Creation, there IS Masculine and 

Feminine principle and how together they have created life. Ultimate Harmony 

and Communion. 

  

And Muse as the more openly expressive enlightened Reunified aspect of source 

feminine divine consciousness and Truth; the Divine Queen of Celebration of 

this Communion who Rejoices to the world in encoded devotion and love with 

the immortal one! 

  



So to be in Love and utter Devotion to and with the greatest alchemical Truth of 

existence, is supremely alchemical and powerful to tap into and allow it to affect 

you spiritually, emotionally and sexually.  

 

(To even do this may require proper initiation and training IN a Sophianic 

lineage or to be trained in the Muse lineage as a practice itself rather than just 

imagining it for yourself). 

 

You must continue ON a devotional path to become more deeply embodied, 

integrated and attuned to this higher truth of Christos-Sophia; it is the way of 

this path. 

  

To experientially exalt and honor the highest Truth opposite of your 

predominant polarity (and that spirit WITHIN lesser masculine form) and as you 

are drenched deeper into selfless devotion with the Beloved surrendering and 

sacrificing all of you further into One and the REBIRTHING into a Reunified 

Queen, Muse or Priestess. 

 

From this templating; then love-making itself in Sacred Union with a yoked 

partner becomes a million times greater experience than the physics of two 

interpersonal separate beings going through physical movements together with 

no real connection other than physical or just lust. 

  

This is a devotional path that requires continual deepening, rebirth and 

surrender into such Communion but it changes who you are bio-chemically, 

spiritually and all levels with literal changes in appearance and higher 

dimensional visual communication. 

  



Yes; it is that BOTH the Magdalenic-Sophianic Line (and their variant fractal 

schools) AND the Muse line are encoded with Siddhic Devotion. The value this 

brings to attracting a partner and living richly is unrivaled. 

 

There’s something to be said about being embodied with such powerful codes 

and why everyone generally desires to Commune with stars and starlets; not just 

because they are closer to source but that their field IS alchemical...it literally 

raises your EXPERIENCE itself, transmuting it closer to siddhic principle of joy, 

power, sex, love, ecstasy, etc. 

  

A REUNIFICATION or 'Sacred Union' path is quite different is a commitment to 

continue MELTING INTO THE IMMORTAL BELOVED.  

 

And that means RECEIVING more richness, provision, magic, activations, and 

cosmic love than your system can really handle so you have to keep rebirthing 

to be able to handle more of such power within you and emanating it (Sophia's 

Light Language of Beauty). 

  

Sophia's and Muses CIRCULATE - literally circulate siddhic essences/energy 

with and through their field (while generally retaining a Feminine essenced 

core); we see this relevance in their auras AND it can reach a level of alchemical 

beauty (obvi that Muse and Sophia have blinding Light essence and power) that 

initiates and activates people within their presence and field. 

 

So it’s about becoming more a vessel of this greater Truth in your embodiment; 

requiring great sacrifice of former self and rebirth. 

  

There are muses and those with enough embodiment of Sophia codes that have 

this alchemical, healing beauty and presence that pierces through to the un-

awakened HEARTS and SOULS of men entirely stirring them up to feel things 



they've never felt and activating THEIR Christos, Warrior and Magician codes. 

This can just be from being near a yoked muse or sophia; their Presence (even if 

they aren’t conscious of their affect on men). 

  

So yes; Devotion is encoded deeply within this and is far beyond the 

relationship issues and problems most people are on with their mortal contracts, 

commitments and agreements. 

  

And it is specifically with the Reunified lineages of Sophia and Muse that there 

is this special relevant magic; in-f*cking-valuable to the awakening masculine 

AND it is the power that can heal and reunify the world; back into alignment 

WITHIN yourself first, then your relationship and influence because your 

consciousness, presence and beauty are more in tune with the Truth of 

Communion and oozing with Devotion and Beauty codes into the world and 

through your image and work. 

  

A Reunified (Sophia) Queen is quite rare amongst women. Pure muses 

themselves are quite rare in humanity as well.  

 

But even more rare are what we could call Reunified Priestesses; those on the 

path down the road quite a ways (in presence) AND who are in service as a 

Priestess.  These are the true and ultimate King-makers. 

  

They would make relationship coaches look like the pee-wee league compared 

to the Superbowl (ok maybe not the best analogy; I'll work on it ;). 

  

Because remember; a Sophia-Queen is mostly going to personalize her mortal 

beloved after Christos as her priority. She doesn't really have reason to care 

about ANY other men and sharing her codes with them much (in most cases). A 

Priestess however is different. 



  

And who ARE the Reunified Priestesses? Well pretty much a Sophia-Priestess or 

Muse-Priestess who are already encoded in The Path of Divine Sacred Union. 

  

Those who have been on the path of Sophia may have already experienced 

miraculous and profound changes IN their relationships, businesses and lives. 

This IS the stuff that can heal the world...but it's especially the Clarion of the 

Reunified Priestess. 

  

We shall talk more about this rarest of archetypes next.... 

 

 

 

  

   
 

Now...we are at a convergence of introducing this rarest of devotional paths - 

the juiciness of it and opening a Pandora's box of fulfillment and deepest soul 

aligned success.  

  

Obviously, a priestess path alone isn't for everyone - let alone a Reunified one 

(and the multi-dimensional activating powers of a Kingmaker with it) - because 

of what it takes and how healed and then curated a woman must be spiritually 

(and in all ways).  



  

A Reunified Priestess would be on the front lines of bringing the world back 

into Harmony and Ascension in a world rife with Chaos and Shadow (perhaps 

more than ever in modern history).  

  

For such a daunting yet rewarding path, you must have soul codes or grown to a 

point in order to receive the calling and such codes because it requires great 

multi-dimensional alignment, immersion and commitment. With such a path 

you would have to heal YOUR STUFF in relation to the masculine with your 

heart, eros and soul intimately involved. 

  

If you have internal resistances, hate, unhealed trauma, resentment, open-

wound shadow predominance and such towards the masculine you may still be a 

ways off from being able to even cleanly serve.  

 

And much of this is that you must (first) honor The Father. And if you are even 

reading this report, you’ve probably come along quite a ways. 

  

Before we go into the Clarion call, let's back up a minute.. 

  

Earlier in this report, you may be have been drawn specifically to immerse in a 

certain lineage or fractal that resonates the most with your soul from these 3 

prime suppressed divine feminine heresies; Sophia, Muse and Priestess. (Or to 

confirm the path you are on).  

  

We had also covered a lot of distinctions between the lineages. 

  

From the feedback I've been receiving (on Facebook), it's been helping women 

get new insights and clarity around things. 

  



You may have found or reconfirmed that you have currently have codes in - or 

are ACTIVE in none, 1 or more of those paths. Great! 

  

You may even have codes for 1, 2 or 3 of them (although embodied codes for all 

3 is more rare). There's about a dozen women in my FB circle of around 2000 

that I can say for sure already have solid codes in all 3.  

  

There may be more however b/c I've received so many friend requests but 

without doing this type of reading. 

  

These codes would show up in their presence. Why? Because consciousness in 

its visual communication is multi-dimensional light waves and frequencies 

(reading essence and archetypes is just part of what I do with Sexy Chi). 

  

Again; I haven't done reading check-ins for everyone so there actually may be 

more AND please consider that just being aware more of Muse and Reunified 

Priestess may soon open you up more to receiving more of these codes enough 

to perhaps go in a new direction or integrate them in your life (esp. b/c you have 

attracted this). 

  

Many more in my circle have Sophia codes - but now may be more open to 

receiving Muse codes (now that she has opened up her Beauty/Power/Essence 

and Consciousness for reunified priestesses and not primarily just for 

performance artists anymore). 

  

Keep in mind that although muses (M1) have Sophia codes more often than 

sophias have Muse codes, there are many sophias and muses who would never 

become a direct priestess. 

  



And yes - There are other priestess paths out there and different sub-fractal lines 

of it for you to explore and a Reunification path may not even be for you right 

now (or ever). After all, some women are just going through certain phases in 

their (archetypal) growth and have certain values. 

  

But for our purposes, we are going to focus specifically on the REUNIFIED 

Feminine aspects of Sophia, Muse and Reunified Priestess (which is different 

than other Priestess lines).  

  

And throughout all of this, you may find that (like a lot of conscious women), 

you are perhaps drawn more towards (Reunified) Queenship than Priestess-

hood service.  

  

All of this is great. There's no competition...it's just all here to help you get more 

soul clarity to contemplate a new direction or re-affirm the dharma that you are 

already on – for yourself (and if you are in a partnership, that perhaps the 

dynamics are that he would support this growth path – and that if you have 

other obligations and children, that would also factor into at least your time 

management). 

  

So in getting more clarity; 

 

Keep in mind that a Sophia-Queen (devotional and honoring of Christos-Sophia 

principle) is mostly going to personalize her mortal beloved King after Christos 

as her priority - and she will value co-creating her King/Queendom.  

 

This foundational template brings in rich consciousness, love, honor and other 

codes into the relationship dynamic and is far healthier than the 'we burn down 

together' aspect of twin flame-ship (as romantically appealing but co-

dependently dysfunctional as it is). 



  

If a woman is single on a Sophianic path, the bitter truth is that (although she 

may desire to attract that soul mate level connection in the physical plane) - she 

may NEVER attract her mortal King - and this is just the reality of (Sophia-

Christos) devotion as well as the new levels of discernment she has (as an RQ) 

towards men and the masculine.  

  

Many Sophia Princess and Queens may attract many men, but not the right one 

because of their high standards of discernment; devotion remains in its proper 

place with the God-head.  

  

Many may attract their partner and some may not. There's more to be said about 

this because there are far more reunified and reunified-adjacent women (with 

some codes) than known men out there with such active devotional 

reunification codes (however this can be reinspired and re-awakened). 

  

But the main point about sophias on a Krystic path of Queenship compared to 

RP's (Reunified Priestesses) is that she doesn't really have reason to care about 

ANY other men and sharing her codes and consciousness with them much (in 

most cases).  

  

She may actually come across as impossible to attain or aloof to most men b/c 

she already has her King and her mortal king. Could a Sophia-Queen also 

become a Priestess with codes and active service?  

 

Yes, but if her husband doesn’t want her sharing her energy with ANY other 

person (even if it’s not getting physical with them), it could pose an issue. 

  

And all of this matters on a collective level because most men are still going to 

be disavowed from Communion with divine feminine principle unless they have 



their own Queen or know HOW to commune with the Divine Feminine (as I 

have and have taught men). 

  

A Priestess however is different than just the meta-physical connection in that 

she is EMBODIED and rich in siddhic beauty and codes (and we're going to talk 

more about this).  

 

She having done much of the Great Work is TESTAMENT to a red-blooded 

man....real instead of fantasy to him. He doesn't have to imagine it, nor does he 

have to become an alchemist to commune on meta-physical levels...he just has 

to somehow attract such a priestess in the flesh and blood. 

 

She; the practical connection to the divine for his spirit, heart and soul. 

  

And as compared to a Sophia-Queen; an embodied muse btw is more likely to 

SHARE, express and celebrate her Reunification with the world, men and 

influence those outside of her circle (M1's doing it non-consciously and M2 

muses are more directly conscious and cultivating of their Hieros Gamos).  

  

A muse (who has reunification codes); she will still have certain boundaries of 

course (usually physical) and may even have a mortal King partner herself, but 

she can't help but energetically INSPIRE and activate other (single and married) 

men towards Creative Genius and Kingship from her reunified presence, 

emanation and beauty. 

  

A muse's influence is mostly indirect and non-conscious. Her Reunified codes 

are so strong that even without physical communion; the masculine can be 

healed and inspired from Muse without having any conscious idea of what is 

going on.  

 



His Heart starts to sing. 

 

To consistently extract her magic and priestess powers consciously without her 

being there requires being a real alchemist or experienced artist.  

  

1000's of my men have been impacted by her magic without her ever being 

physically present; 100's of men's lives changed for the MUCH better (and this is 

scalable) because I fortunately discovered how to consciously make her impact 

DIRECT for transmutation through the Law of Resonance.  

  

Essentially (through years of experience and illumination) that effectively makes 

a strongly embodied muse an indirect priestess with someone who knows how 

to receive her energy. My men have received her magic and transformation 

indirectly! 

  

A muse's DIRECT POWER can be miraculous and this what we are merely 

BEGINNING to see in humanity with the new Muse Priestess lineage. 

  

These rare Reunified Women (the 3) are the GREATEST Kingmakers - and for 

obvious reasons because they are honoring and multi-dimensionally templatized 

in Divine King and Queen principle.  

  

Where Femi-Nazi's, Bitch-Queens and post-modern feminists are destructive 

towards Communion and break down Reunified principle actively; Reunified 

Queens and Priestesses are what can heal all wounds and usher in ascension and 

Communion on all levels of scale.  

  

And that includes the blossoming of divine feminine consciousness and 

archetypal powers far beyond the post-modern constriction of the newer 

archetype of post-modern feminist (which itself has fractured into the 



intentional Shadow Confusion and Division of Intersectionality and Queer 

Theory further from Reunification).  

 

The divine and archetypal feminine is ANCIENT and pantheonic is its own 

kaleidoscope of consciousness and expression to embody and explore one’s 

highest soul fulfillment, calling and expression. 

  

Such a woman who can access the divine consciousness of reunification would 

live as the testament OF the centuries of repression of the newly awakened and 

RECLAIMED, REMEMBERED Feminine! 

  

Women who are receiving reunification calling and codes also know what 

Masculine qualities the world is MISSING and yearn to quench the long dry 

season with.  

 

Muse's LOVE performing and receiving the attention of the masculine. Gillian 

Pothier talks about modern muse-ship from a direct feminine lens on her 

Facebook btw (you would have to do a search for older posts 'Gillian Pothier 

muse'). 

  

Instead of castrating and seeking vengeance or power over the masculine 

culturally, relationally and otherwise; the Reunified are living in supreme 

harmony, devotion and Unity with it - always awakening to receiving and 

transmitting more of its truth - and they see this potential and beauty within 

men to become worthy Kings with God & Purpose centric, value giving 

righteousness. 

 

 

 



 
  

More than hope; such reunified women themselves can bring direct healing and 

ascension to the forsaken. 

 

(I hope this is helping you to check in with where and what you are resonating 

with or not;) 

  

Obviously; such reunification affects their actual reality, beauty, presence and of 

course carries great relevance and value to Awakening righteous Kingship and 

the masculine principle relationally, spiritually, collectively and socially.  

  

It's just that Sophia-Queens will most exclusively do this in their actual literal 

relationship instead of sharing it with others.  

 

Other men may not get direct access to their rich qualities and may just see it 

from afar with no way to scale the walls into their courtyard. That is another 

form of disconnection from the feminine to countless millions of men. They’re 

especially disconnected from the warmth and relevance of eros and the lover 

aspect of Her. 

  



Now...there's something BIG that I want to bring in to help connect to all of the 

mythic power and alignment behind all of this because I mentioned earlier that 

we would get to it. To do so however, I will have to refresh some of the 

previously covered material. 

 

Ready for more mytho-poeticism? 

  

***The Holy Grail*** 
  

I wondered this; 

  

If Christos-Sophia is the 'only' way (as some say); then why are there no men 

cultivating and reunifying with Sophia (yet we know that some men and artists 

indirectly ARE with Muse)?  

  

And if Christ alone is the way for men (and this is a great heresy of its own); 

  

Then aren't we really and consciously 'missing' something about the Masculine 

psyche, primality and spirit both biblically and gnostically?  

  

Is it HIS FULLEST DESIRE only to attune to the Divine Father aspect as Son 

(not to deny that importance however)?  

  

Or is it (also) to more fully to penetrate and reunify in polarity Communion 

with the Feminine as the sun does to earth and as God would to Goddess?  

 

(And does the Bible perhaps suppress the EXTENT and FULLNESS of his desire 

to reunify with his wife on a truly more COSMIC level of Godliness?) 

  



As we have seen; there has undeniably been something missing historically b/c 

of the patriarchal religious suppression and outcast of Sophia, Muse and 

Priestess. 

  

This can also explain why the fallen Dark Sophia (aka 'Dark Mother') is so 

predominant and underground and influential. That and other dark, political 

and cultural forces are also part of the equation of preventing exaltation of the 

pure divine feminine (and freedom itself in some cases). 

  

The patriarchal predominant discourse and suppression of acknowledging and 

exalting the divine feminine still doesn't excuse or EXPLAIN that there are no 

known male practitioners of reunification (Hieros Gamos) with Sophia (other 

than the general masculine desire to sleep with/bed or commune with starlets 

and idols that they may project as Sophia-Lover non-consciously). 

  

THIS must be some sort of mystery and mythos of BIBLICAL PROPORTIONS. 

And it is.  

  

What on earth can give us clues into this historical dynamic and this un-named 

void (especially if women and yet not men have a holistic way to receive and 

reunify with Christos-Sophia)? 

  

Last night I received a download during insomnia again with the missing 

answer. 

  

HISTORICALLY; it is men and the Masculine who have been seeking 'The Holy 

Grail'.  

 



This has something also to do with Camille Paglia's perception that women in a 

sense know who they are at the time of their first period - as an initiation, yet 

men are still seeking (reunification). 

  

So....the Holy Grail...this is deep Christian mythos and it is what clues us in (to 

add even MORE relevance to this clarity and the Calling of a Kingmaker)... 

  

In the book and movie 'The Da Vinci Code'; the Holy Grail (spoiler alert) is 

represented as the Mary Magdalene Rose line lineage as the initial bride of 

Christ and their offspring line from there. (Meta-physically this is the concept 

carried on of the Sophianic lineage and Christos-Sophia principle). 

  

In Christian discourse, the 'cup' and 'bread' of communion is meant to honor the 

Fatherly lineage with communion as the ritual to cleanse our sins.  

 

Yet, Magdalenic and Sophianic heresy knows that that Communion is actually 

about Reunification between the Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine 

consciousness; the metaphorical representation of Mary Magdalene as Bride of 

Christ. 

  

So; outside of a patriarchal only perspective, what IS the Holy Grail and what is 

the QUEST for the Holy Grail that has been PREDOMINANT in the masculine 

psyche and spirit historically? 

  

After all; this is something that really ‘matters’ (sourced etymologically in 

'mater' or 'mother', the physical). 

  

What if The Holy Grail is the missing aspect of the Immortal Truth of 

Communion that was OUTCAST from religious understanding historically as 

the Masculine Communing with the Divine Feminine?  



 

(Or also the literal Christ and Mary Magdalene union). 

  

The literalized cup or holy grail (as a physical talisman) which mankind has 

been mytho-poetically been seeking for millennia is the EMBODIMENT of the 

Divine Feminine counter-balance of God the Father, God the Lover and God the 

King with which (and whom) he would be able to reunify with (and gain eternal 

life).  

  

The concept of drinking from the cup and having eternal life (in Christian 

Mythos and represented also in the movie 'Indiana Jones and The Last Crusade') 

is another way of God; Krystic consciousness within man reunifying with the 

Divine Feminine highest aspect together in REMEMBRANCE; Source of All 

That Is and All that hath created Life. 

  

Communion; not just with the Holy Father aspect as Jesus/Yeshua did at the Last 

Supper ritual and carried on in ritual orthodoxy; but gnostic communion of 

Masculine with Feminine highest principle. 

  

To drink from the physical cup of the Holy Grail with lips is as to 

metaphorically drink in the presence of a Reunified woman herself to reconnect 

to Immortality and the Immortal Truth of Communion as God consciousness 

and the Source Feminine. 

 



  
 

And because it's worth contemplating more; 

  

The Holy Grail man seeketh is spiritually been the RECONNECTION of Holy 

Communion with the Divine Feminine (and all of HER aspects) which has been 

suppressed religiously.  

 

Veiled through the eons; isn’t that why it's been a mystery? 

  

And more literally; 

  

(What if?) 

  

The Holy Grail has always practically been a woman who has EMBODIED 

Reunified Codes with which he can realize and affirm his Krystic consciousness 

with in Communion and from which God can reconnect back directly with The 

Beloved through man; in other words...a Sophia Lover-Queen, Muse Lover-

Queen or a Reunified Priestess.  

  



A Grail Queen of such feminine consciousness that would allow return, 

remembrance of Immortal Communion itself?!  

  

In other words; the Holy Grail is as a woman who has become a Sophianic Grail 

Queen to a certain point that man himself could seek, find and experience Holy 

Communion itself (and God with and through him) with their Hieros Gamos 

(not to merely atone and purify his sons through the Father). 

  

And in the aspect of her holy presence; not just her physical literalized beauty as 

divine, but her CONSCIOUSNESS and siddhic beauty itself activated in multiple 

dimensions...the Siddhic (enlightened) feminine consciousness she circulates 

through her presence and aura is testament of her yoke. 

  

And there's something to be said about sophias who are able to commune with 

the God-head.  

 

Although (being driven for Holy Grail communion) men secretly fantasize, 

desire and are in awe of women, feminine consciousness and the beauty of her 

form (but from a disembodied, lower status, unworthy place); 

 

Men (generally speaking) don't do this ‘conscious’ honoring with the Divine 

Feminine AS EQUAL - that we know of (which makes me and my men stand 

out because we found a way to connect meta-physically with Muse).  

 

Often they view the holy grail as simply the physically hottest woman possible 

(and how much of media supports this programming), but this isn’t what it’s all 

about. That’s a lower level of truth; a game play manipulation on masculine 

consciousness if you will by powers in control. 

  



And while Sophia-Christos devotees may commune with the metaphysical, Men 

are seeking the more literal PHYSICAL Grail itself and to commune with and 

AS God consciousness (gnostically) and as Lover and King.  

  

They are less seeking to reunify with Holy Mother, but ARE seeking to heal the 

core mother birth wound; THUS, the Holy Grail search (after breaking free from 

mother) and the architecture of the Apollonian Dynamic to prove oneself to 

SEEK REUNIFICATION and COMMUNION (Drink from the Holy Grail) is of 

central importance. 

  

And it's of noting that with King principle; even though he seeks the Grail if he 

doesn’t have it yet - his purpose and Kingdom often has utmost priority over 

making his QUEEN his number purpose b/c it’s his Kingship that he would reign 

from rather than just ‘achieving’ the Holy Grail. 

 

Instead of hungering for the Holy Grail; then, their Grail King and Queenship 

becomes its own boundless dynamic in service to their greatest soul purpose and 

vision; the grail quest itself is over and he can live in unlimited service and 

fulfillment rather than seeking.   

 

It's Reunification principle that her Queenship supports their highest 

expressions in co-creating a Kingdom and living THEIR fullest.  

 

Sure, some men may make superficial financial success or prestige their holy 

grail in place of the ordained one; yet still feel greatly something is missing. 

 

Her Sex, Love, Beauty, Consciousness materially and gnostically (from such an 

embodied Grail Queen or Grail Muse) confirms and validates the testament of 

his worthiness.  

 



And this is quite different than men who are disavowed from feminine 

principle, cliché soy boys or those who are only into zen spirituality while 

bypassing the physical, sexual and Kingdom creating powers. 

 

Kings can help ground divine principle building heaven on earth; co-creating 

with such (Grail) Queens. 

  

So... 

 

The psycho-sexual and spiritual hero's journey of the Grail Quest seeking 

reunification (to be worthy as a King to the highest level of Sex, Beauty and 

Love in Great Remembrance of his Divinity) can then thrive in Reunified King 

and Queenship living AS Boundless success.  

 

And there's much more to be said about King and Queen principle of course, but 

not for here. 

  

And without this inner reunification drive of Cosmic and Primal Sex and 

Communion-seeking with the Feminine at the highest possible level of 

worthiness, he may never have the desire to evolve and live out his God-given 

purpose in the first place.  

  

Living daily to drink from The Holy Grail (presence of a rare reunified woman) 

is Testament (and blessed reward) to his worthiness of King consciousness (and 

in alignment with her highest Queenship). After all; such a Grail Queen as his is 

desired by all other men in the land. 

  

(And as Mother and Father; they could take on the role more of Divine Father 

and Mother - or a Reunified Priestess would take on all of the qualities and 

access embodiment when necessary in service). 



  

SO....a woman who embodies Reunified Consciousness (and the Beauty that goes 

with it) such as that of a sophia or muse is of immense 'de sire' (of the father) 

and value; a Holy Grail that the divine masculine desires to penetrate in all 

aspects to reunify with. 

  

And it could be said that (in a less reunified aspect) yet with divine polarity; a 

god could also want to commune with the holy grail of a Goddess-Queen; her 

beauty, body and consciousness (or that of Starlet for example and her closer to 

source sex power and status). 

  

And the raw POWER, beauty and status of such a woman secretly FRIGHTENS 

most men because their consciousness and self-identity literally isn't able to be 

PRESENT with her Truth. Their self-esteem isn’t WIRED to be present because 

of the mortal template they are operating from. 

  

Ok...so is this pulling together more for you here? It’s big stuff... 

  

Because the Divine Feminine principle is MISSING and outcast from Christian 

orthodoxy and religious mythology; that's WHY men are largely searching for 

the Holy Grail; the COMPLETE aspect of COMMUNION and Reunification b/c 

we never had practices to EXALT and REUNIFY with the Divine Feminine in 

the first place. 

 

BIGGGG STUFF....Yep. 

  

Oh - and it is inherently built INTO his soul, spirit, eros, chemistry, sex and 

King-becoming DRIVE to have such reunification and worthiness (to heal and 

reunify the birth mother wound). 

  



I know - this is PROFOUND!! 

  

So just by being ON a Christos-Sophia journey, a Muse path (M1 or M2) or a 

path of Reunified Priestess-hood, you can literally BECOME THE HOLY GRAIL 

THAT MAN AND MANKIND SEEKETH. 

  

Don’t let it get to your ego too much however (wherever you are along the 

path). As Gillian recently and brilliantly stated on Facebook; 

 

“For ladies (the feminine) it’s ego or eros. For the masculine; it’s ego or Truth.” 

 

Eros also refers to the sensual REALITY, sensitivity and receiving-ness of living 

attuned and embodied with multi-dimensional awakened feminine archetypal 

and cosmic powers. 

 

 
 

 

The MATTER ('mater' 'material' 'mother') of your EMBODIMENT and emanant 

Eros and Allure (breathing of these divine feminine consciousness and Light qi 

essences in your chakra projection and aura) is what makes it LITERAL to man 



(as Gaia and Earth source feminine are sourced in form + the literalization of the 

physical Grail Cup).  

 

It’s normal for women who have had activation sessions with me (allure and 

archetype) to all of a sudden be getting all kinds of attention from men that 

wasn’t there before. Of course! They’re attuning to a higher truth and being 

more in touch with the Eros of the divine feminine and her qualities. 

 

Let me touch upon this one again; 

 

There is also something about the Masculine spirit seeking highest reunification 

(including sexual-spiritual penetration and communion) with Starlets; this goes 

along Holy Grail mythology.  

  

Starlets may not even be Reunified in their consciousness (although Reunified 

Starlet is possible); yet they have GREAT desire and demand because everyone 

wants to commune with them - making them 'closer to source'. It would be a 

god-like testament to actually commune with a starlet; it would prove his 

worthiness (remember that women aren't sourced in this same kind of proving-

ness or even ‘conquest’ templating yet rather in womb discretion and 

receptiveness). 

  

And from this mytho-poetic yet practical perspectiving; here we can understand 

that Sophia Lover-Queens (aka 'Grail Queens') may be the unspoken Holy Grail 

that man seeketh BECAUSE of their highest possible Cosmic and Earthy 

communion abilities; YET they are not actually the best King-MAKERS.   

  

Why? 

  



Because they either already have their mortal king or are already pre-

templatized AS a Lover-Queen with Krystic principle when single and 

WAITING for their mortal king (if he shows up or not).  

 

They're not out they're helping to make kings (in most cases) and are already 

holding their own court with its own boundaries; boundaries of which most 

men (including mortals) aren't able to access (in her social circle so to speak b/c 

of her discernment). 

  

Thus; it's the Reunified Priestess who is the Great King-MAKER herself because 

Queens don't want to be doing the 'work'’ ie. Princessing and Mothering or 

Mage training aspects necessary to PREPARE their King to then meet them! 

  

They want him already ready NOW (can I get an amen from the back of the 

church?!) as a reflection of the work they've done unto earth! 

  

Many are fine with just receiving from God and Krystic Communion meta-

physically as in the devotional practice. And if you have NO IDEA what that 

practice looks like, there are guides available. 

 

And yet for those that would also like the mortal manifestation of a lover-king 

THAT'S not happening as fast as many may secretly like out there (so yeah, it 

continues to test their devotion and Queenship).  

 

“Ok God, I’m doing these practices and getting impatient...where is MY king? 

Right...drop back into faithful devotion...” 

  

Other feminine aspects may want to come up to just experience connection, a 

little bit of validation, some bratty princess control or even the drug aspect of 

sex but without being sourced in the best place. All tests of devotion along a 



path of sacred union until and IF a worthy partner comes along (and sure; there 

may or may not be others down the road but that isn’t the focus or concern). 

 

So - there's this dynamic of more sophias than christed or reunification 

practicing kings; but receiving, cultivating and waiting (on the social, physical 

dimension) isn't the same as preparing and serving Kings. 

  

Sure; a Queen may have her own Queendom, but the divine service we're 

talking about HERE is in the King-Making.  

 

That again; is where the Reunified Priestesses (as living gnostic and breathing-

embodied Holy Grails themselves) come in. 

  

So - we have Holy Grails (I can literally name at least a dozen of these embodied 

and reunification encoded women in my circle and there is a difference from the 

average even ‘conscious woman’).  

 

These Holy Grails could really be any form of high feminine embodiment that is 

multi-dimensionally activating and REAL to a man; starlet, goddess, etc. That 

would activate and be testament to his counter-part God-self.  

 

But here again; we're focused more on the Reunified Feminine who is encoded 

in Devotion to the Masculine (rather than some of the other connections which 

may not even lead to hierogamy itself). 

  

We have; 

  

*Sophia Queens - Holy Grail to her direct personalized partner/lover-king 

  



*Muses - indirect Kingmakers to the awakening masculine spirit in general (that 

can start to realize its greatness through the unattainable nuclear fission type 

relationship dynamic) 

  

And we have the direct Kingmakers themselves (living in their own fuller 

Reunification and expression closer to source) who are both Reunified Teachers 

but (to me) especially the Reunified Priestesses.  

 

So let me mention that I initially wanted to go right to RP coverage here but 

Reunified (Sophia-Queen) Teachers actually do play an important role in all of 

this. So Reunified Teachers (who do more transmissions, teaching and 

revolutinonary coaching often in group sessions) and Reunified Priestesses can 

be seen as Kingmakers. 

  

These women DIRECTLY help make Kings. (Yes, we'll talk more about this). 

These aren't relationship coaches or sex coaches either (although that could be 

part of what they do).  

  

It could be said that Nicole Gayle is doing a lot of work in this area as a Sophia-

Queen Creatrix (R-Teacher) herself;  

  

Yet as far as I know she and other teachers aren’t yet doing the more 

personalized 'live' sessions with men and the levels of intimacy that I'm 

referring to throughout here.  

 

She has cutting-edge work and is doing perhaps the most actively (as well as 

Avatara Ananda). I qualify them as foremost Sophia-Queens and Reunification-

Teachers who sometimes do Priestess work. This isn’t to say that priestessing at 

a more intimate level is ‘better’ - it’s just different. 

  



Now; my perspective doesn't take away from more of the important group (and 

even individual) work that her and other Sophia-Teachers are doing (some of 

whom have their own mortal king manifested)… 

 

I'm just valuing a Kingmaking Priestess templatized as the energetically 

INTIMATE work as foundational when I refer to Reunified Priestessing itself (a 

bit different than teaching, coaching or even giving transmissions in group 

sessions).  

  

In this vision of Intimate 1-on-1 Priestessing service to Kingmaking (the other 

group work is secondary); it's required that a man be able to safely get openly 

emotional and/or VULNERABLE.  

 

It doesn’t have to be in all sessions, but this is a critical key of how I’m valuing 

this form of Priestess-hood.  The intimacy and vulnerability on the masculine 

side of the equation is and has always been FOUNDATIONAL to extract the 

Priestess level magic through 15,000 hours of meditation as well as receiving 

direct intimate healing sessions from real (dakini) priestesses. I’ve also seen THIS 

dynamic move mountains for other men including at our legendary live retreats 

immersing with Reunified Muse consciousness. 

 

If he isn’t able to get vulnerable in the sacred space of an in person session (by 

my standards of also having received Priestess healing sessions); the ultimate (to 

me to be qualified as Priestessing) foundation isn't yet met.  

 

The teaching-transmission format here to me is secondary at best...intimacy has 

to be present for the archetypal and versatile feminine to do her role and meet 

him where he’s at ENOUGH (often in darkness and shame) to then attune him 

upwards.  

 



Remember he isn’t getting this kind of attention and healing from ANYWHERE 

anymore so has by and large closed his heart to the feminine who has otherwise 

proven she doesn’t give a damn to him (other than his mother – and some of 

them have real mother wounds). 

 

 
 

Energetic intimacy can also happen during the sacred space of doing energetic 

embodiment initiations for example as well.  

 

The RP at times would be playing different roles as intuited for her VIP clients 

like the Healing Mother, the high status sexual and social object of desire as a 

Grail (if you have issues with this, it’s something to look into), the confident and 

cool chick, the deeply powerful and experienced sorceress, the warrioress, the 

sage, the youthful and vital Maiden Princess with great receptive sensitivity, the 

eros-y embodied light goddess, the sultry siren, etc. 

 

There's a LOT that men hold in their hearts that requires opening and healing 

and a more coaching transmission style format may appeal to them and their 

logic while STILL ACTIVATING their multi-dimensional body in ways; but isn't 

always the medicine best required. 



  

So there are different forms of Kingmaking and the more group friendly 

Priestess-Teachers as Sophia-Queens also have a VERY important role; I’m not 

diminishing that and we could use a lot more of it (after all there are millions of 

men to serve in the U.S. alone). 

 

We could use all hands on deck and learn from each other. Yet again; as a man 

who has received intimate priestess healing, I know this sacred space of 

vulnerability and energetic intimacy is the main thing missing that I would 

qualify as the FOUNDATION for authentic and holistic Kingmaking 

priestessing.  

 

I have also held such space not only for women in my sessions, but also for years 

in working with men 1-on-1 and in small group settings live where they were 

able to RELEASE and MOVE energies – so important for big changes. 

  

Again; it's also good to have high voltage programs from authentic Reunified 

Queens like this where men can feel more comfortable joining and getting great 

evolution as well who aren't ready for more energetic intimacy. That's great too. 

  

Nicole's work with Grail King I fully support and I've done some great work 

with Nicole as a guest on some of her programs, but would love to see this more 

intimate form of Kingmaking prevalent and out there in the world amongst the 

other Sophia-Teachers as well.  

  

It's just a slightly different encoding and service; and that which some may 

*never* actually be called to itself (which also may in some cases be pre-

determined because of the set relationship with their own lover-king).  

 

We can all serve in different ways. 



  

So.... 

  

Like ancient reunion priestesses of yore; RP's hold great keys to unlocked 

genius, wisdom, power, greatness and divinity with mortal men. 

  

To refresh: what kinds of Reunified Priestesses are there?  Not many.  

  

This is what we are even aware of (although there may be some archetypes in 

other cultures): 

  

*Sophianic Priestesses 

  

*Magdalenic Priestesses  

  

(a variation on Sophia but more in line with Rose Mystery school principles and 

probably more focused on the feminine aspects and less heavily towards Cristos 

than Sophianic Priestesses - yet still could be called Reunified Priestess...this is 

flexible based on how a Magdalenic Priestess is balanced) 

  

and...the MOST rare of all:  

  

*Muse Priestesses 

  

Unlike other Priestesses; these Reunified Priestesses are probably the most rare 

embodied archetype of all the Feminine!  The rarity is to be cherished; it’s not 

coming from fear. In fact, more of this is primed to EXPAND in the collective! 

  



This is also because so much of culture and shadow masculine consciousness as 

well as father-hood issues played out through time - has prevented many 

women from experiencing healthier and then reunified masculine (yet it is also 

they who co-attracted it).  

  

Such reunified priestesses (who have healed any of their own fractures and then 

strengthened their own Reunified aspects in relation to the masculine); they are 

sourced in ANCIENT, POWERFUL Truth and principle.  

  

Again; I just don't want to reference Reunified-Teachers as the standard for 

what I see as the energetically Intimate Priestessing necessary at a foundational 

Kingmaking level.  

 

The call to Kingmaking – at its deepest gnostic level of spirit, soul, heart and 

psyche – would be the vulnerability and service on the intimate energetic level. 

  

So unless you are more called to the also critically important yet admittedly 

‘safer’ public Reunification multi-dimensional Sophia-Queen Kingmaker 

teaching, transmitting and tertiary coaching with it (who can still do forms of 

activations and GREAT authentic transformation by the way);  

 

That pretty much leaves us specifically with Sophia-Priestess or Muse-Priestess 

who are already encoded in The Path of Divine Sacred Union with God the 

Father, God the Lover and God the King to do the more intimate work (whereas 

Sophia-Queens can continue cultivating their relationship and Union within 

their partnership as well).  

  

To me; they are the ultimate Kingmakers and Communion activators for a 

myriad of reasons. There will be times where a man will literally have to WEEP 



in your arms as a priestess whereas there is no place for a Queen to allow this for 

un-partnered men.  

 

If that bothers you, the intimate energetic priestessing may not be for you. This 

is also the role (and the Holy Mother aspect) that a Reunified Priestess may have 

to take on. 

  

Yes; it is the Divine Feminine activated within such women in more intimate 

energetic service (and the safer public 'teaching' as a Holy Grail Code server 

Casting Crowns as well) that will primarily guide and nurture Reunified 

Ascension. 

  

They can't help but INSPIRE and directly FACILITATE King-making from their 

place of Reunified Queen or Priestess-ship. They know (and are attuned to) 

what men can become...and what a world of righteous Kings instead of Tyrant 

Kings could be like. 

 

 
  

Before we go further; 

  



It's worth noting that Sisterhoods in different religions (like Catholicism) have a 

relationship to God and could be seen as a more constricted and regulated form 

of Priestess. Nuns retain their Daughter of God status and have a Sisterhood 

amongst themselves.  

  

This is a form of a devotional path (and the purity that goes with it) because of 

the commitment it requires and the dis-avowment with mortal men; the 

infamous vow of chastity.  

  

Often there is orthodoxy, ritual and task around all of it that can take away from 

pure experiential gnosticism (although for some, such yogic discipline as in 

other paths can lead to revelation and samadhi).  

  

This is very different however than Muse or Sophia because with these other 

paths of servitude; a woman takes on the path of becoming the healed, worthy 

Daughter and Princess aspect in consciousness - but then also matures and 

rebirths into more and more Unity as the Worthy Lover and Queen of God the 

Lover and God the King.  

 

This is radically different templating and embraces the Holy Truth of literal 

intercourse itself but as Hieros Gamos. (There’s a lot more to say about cosmic 

sex that we won’t go into here). 

  

Most of religion excludes the God the Lover aspect entirely; whereas the 

(suppressed and) Divine Feminine reflection of God is enormously sexual and 

alchemical in her influence (Muse and Sophia-Lover). 

 

Eros itself and open feminine sensuality and the primal is often OUTCAST from 

religion itself as well. 

  



Unlike religious sisterhoods, a Reunified Priestess serves from her fullness and 

SPECTRUM of divine consciousness and siddhic light...even of embracing the 

Primal Truth of her Goddess-Gaia sourced power and beauty.  

 

A reunified priestess is in authority over her rich, healthy Darkness however so 

that it doesn’t own her or have her living in Dark Mother principle. 

  

A Sophia or Muse Priestess doesn't turn OFF or isolate her spiritual sexual 

powers (or her Divine Mother aspect); taming them down in her presence. Her 

multi-dimensional and alchemically active and activating beauty and eros alone 

is a major attraction, selling and healing point. 

 

Her Warrioress a major part of it to be able to continue going into the deep and 

dark; to heal and work with things both within herself, the collective and her 

clients. 

  

She also doesn't rely on or lead with the logical powers of coaching either b/c 

she IS the living embodied gnosis and transmission; the EROS of Reunification; 

great intoxicating allure and honey to the bees (or her ‘milkshake’ so to speak). 

  

Much of what is already valuable to the Masculine is simply in her PRESENCE, 

Truth and Beauty itself; the eros of it. Such intoxicating and sexually activated 

chi and allure that by default pre-activates DNA to start receive more light in 

those around her; up-tuning to her resonance.  

 

More than just her physical looks; this higher beauty means everything to the 

lost and wounded masculine even if they aren’t conscious of her multi-

dimensional GRAIL-ness.  

 



With such high frequency light in her DNA; her presence alone starts to move 

and shift things within him...activating and moving things literally in his psyche 

and chakras.  

 

(This btw IS another advantage that authentic Sophia-Queens also have in more 

the Teacher or coach role is that they are multi-dimensionally active and should 

have this alchemical presence so a lot of their value is inherently built-in. There 

are also some things they could do in ‘live’ in person settings that would have 

more of the intimate priestess temple space and reality as well by adjusting some 

of what they are doing). 

 

After all; Hieros Gamos is an alchemical path of transmutation of Light body and 

consciousness closer to the resonant Truth of Communion itself with Source 

Masculine and Feminine...much of her magic is IN the Truth of her alchemical 

presence so even just knowing simple techniques she can work wonders in short 

time. 

  

In a way; such a Reunified Priestess (Muse or Sophia) is a proxy FOR that which 

he already desires (de sire) and seeks to reunify with; that Holy Grail 

embodiment itself so to speak.  

 

She (as a personal priestess) can help to heal and integrate and mature his 

Prince, Soul Warrior, Magician and other archetypal aspects as well as Mother 

wounding, unworthiness with women, disconnection from purpose, divine 

alignment, sexual presence and overall soul embodiment and charisma. 

  

Again; such reunified siddhic beauty and presence is healing, alchemical and 

'sells itself' to the masculine. Gaining VIP clients should be no great challenge. 

  



As a specialized Priestess; she intimately awakens and serves God, King, Lover 

and Soul Warrior principle within others (mostly men but she can also serve 

women in ways)...and that includes men who are STARVING for even a 

smidgen of connection to such beauty and divinity 'as real' (meanwhile most 

women won't give them the time of day). 

  

From her place of Gnostic Reunification within and in all dimensions, breathing 

in and circulating of Krystic consciousness and even siddhic qualities like 

Ecstasy and Intoxication with the Beloved; she, in service and holding sacred 

temple space FOR the masculine to be vulnerable - is the frontline principle of 

healing the Spiritual fracture world and guiding it into Ascension, Communion 

and Edenic Heaven on Earth. Easily, she can attract that which supports her 

greatest fulfillment. 

 

But she has to be willing to hold such sacred temple space and energetic 

intimacy with INTEGRITY (before, during and after); she must HONOR IT for 

her clients (as well as respect their individual discretion and secrets). 

  

The fractures and shadow tyranny of the world between masculine and 

feminine - resolved within herself (and HER vulnerability to receive the cosmic 

masculine) and the living temple space she brings both in her Presence and 

Light transmission of higher dimensional beauty...all of this eros and ethos is just 

part of her brand and integrity.  

  

At this point (PHWEWW); 

  

So do you think... 

 

Is Reunified Priestess-hood (in the more energetically intimate fashion) calling 

to you? 



  

Or perhaps more of the Teacher role (for when you know you are prepared)? 

 

 
 

Does that kind of intimacy trigger or scare you with men? 

 

For She would desire to greatly serve God principle within men and see it rise 

into righteous reign, renaissance, riches and glory. But she may be called to 

serve more as a Teacher. 

 

She feels the pain of the fracture of reunification throughout our societies and 

relationships....so feel into how you are more meant to serve.. 

  

In lieu of this; it would be important to get even more of a grasp on what's really 

going on with the masculine intimately as well as collectively, spiritually, 

sexually and socially.  

  

In working as a natural and more underground leader in men's natural dating, 

presence and purpose-led spirituality through 15 years, I have an intimate 



connection into what is going on - including a connection and awareness to the 

lowest of the low; the disavowed, the incels, the outcasts.  

  

I know their pain and their fracture with the Feminine and Krystic principle 

themselves; it’s embedded in their fragmented souls, psychology, energy body 

and spirit (which then affects their body language). They lurk in shadows, 

unable to meet even slightly encoded women in the light of presence and social 

status.  

  

Because of their unfulfillment and castration, the consciousness that festers 

often only desires to TAKE or seek revenge from the feminine instead of honor, 

provide, cherish and exalt.  

 

Many men get caught up in this cycle and live out relationships like this for 

selfish gratification only. Sure; there are women out there to play games like 

that too, but many men haven’t even ‘evolved’ to the level to even have 

consensual fun or even fathom what being in Kingship supported by Queen 

would even be like. 

  

The divine feminine HAS risen in many ways in spite of political rhetoric. 

Despite the focus on only looking at the most successful men socio-politically; 

women are now FAR ahead of the single male populous in social status, sexually 

and in many ways culturally.  

  

They are more evolved with archetypal feminine and in many ways spiritually 

more evolved and active as well (in general); esp. after years of suppression. Yes, 

many women have taken on a masculinized shell and channel as well to 

compete and play in what was called ‘a man’s world’...and for many it has 

FATIGUED them and their feminine essenced truth from just relaxing, being, 

expressing and cultivating. 



  

So, let’s focus in on men and I want to say one statement that can cue into 

things; 

  

Sex (in the Holy Grail reunification seeking on all dimensions but in many 

mostly yet keystone-awakened on the primal - physical plane)… 

 

Sex, Purpose and Freedom are primary drivers for the masculine to transform 

consciousness and so many single men are SO fractured and disavowed 

spiritually, sexually and socially (reunification is LITERALLY THE ONE 

ANTIDOTE) that in their truest and deepest thoughts they say; 

  

"What's the point? Why even bother? If I'm never going to have sex and love 

with a worthy Queen after doing all this work for my purpose - why even 

bother? Why even start?" 

  

Their sexual energy qi life force is disconnected from the Truth of Communion 

(on all levels let alone higher dimensional ones where for example siddhic Grace 

melts devotionally with Honor for example) and the Bitterness is paramount and 

they end up living lives of quiet desperation in attempts to cope and cover the 

pain of this separation (also at stake is that their seed of lineage may not go on).  

  

The Holy Grail of Communion itself (with the meta feminine) remains an 

unttainable fantasy that they're not even NEAR worthy for so they keep putting 

all forms of Goddess and sex on a pedestal (yes, that which programming 

supports – but there is a divinity to it which we won’t go into here). 

  

Yet; a Queen or Diva doesn’t sleep with the peasants! (And neither does a King 

or Emperor bed with nervous, low self-esteem peasant girls) 

 



This disavowed spiritual, sexual and social doesn't breed kings, yet rather incels, 

the forsaken and tyrants. Many of them don't have anything to defend or fight 

for and get lost in fantasy worlds of gaming where they can be a hero 

vicariously. 

  

The spiritual and cultural feminine has left them behind and they are fractured 

and deflated with NO REASON to even care (while the social matrix continues 

to profit off of this programming with things like selling sex through associative 

advertising).  

 

With no way to authentically connect, no women even caring and no relational 

mastery to be Neo in the social matrix of programming, many single men have 

no reason to actually become sovereign and serving Kings. COMMUNION with 

the Holy Grail itself remains an unattainable fantasy further reinforced in music, 

media, news, gaming, magazines, advertising, culture and movies. 

  

Thus, with the deflation and even the castration of life force chi of good men - 

the tyranny of other men often reign and we live in an imbalanced world...This 

also keeps men from connecting Sex with Heart. 

 

And we have a world where there are more goddesses but also more bitch-

queens who are ok with down-casting masculine principle and the forsaken 

men. 

  

So; to the countless millions of men who are left behind (MGTOW - ‘Men going 

their own way’ represents much of this concept as a counter-cultural pride); 

men have taken a bitter and toxic look at the feminine (mostly focused on the 

aspects which have forsaken them) because of their dis-avowment and sexual-

spiritual castration.  

  



This is a VERY real thing and many of them have lost what it takes to even be 

PRESENT with a Goddessy, powerful, beautiful, high status women who could 

instantly be in sexual demand (Grail questing dynamics) with millions of men.  

 

They’ve lost touch even with their NATURE because women today have so 

much meta-physical meta-feminine power and status. 

 

What does their ego-self compare to that (when she could date a million men 

just because of how she looks and how men have been conditioned)? 

 

 
 

This newer dynamic in the past few decades is also because the Feminine has 

been rising in consciousness to breakthrough throughout humanity AFTER eons 

of suppression. (So we find more consumery non-conscious ways to exalt her on 

a pedestal like in Beauty and body instead of conscious devotional exaltation as 

her equal). 

 

And the answer sure isn’t to suppress and control the feminine more! 

 

Rather; I see it as a CALL FOR KINGS TO RISE and take their THRONES. 



  

But many men themselves; THEY LIVE INSTEAD THROUGH CONSUMER 

FANTASIES. The exalted feminine to them is unreachable because they are 

pawns to Queens, Divas and Starlets...the fantasy cultural conditioning.  

 

I’ve discovered and given men a path in my men’s work and the main thing is 

RECONNECTING them with the higher truth of Reunification itself. That 

method I teach is a form of Hieros Gamos alchemy btw. 

  

So this consumer reality where we live in great IMBALANCE; that's not the 

world the compassionate and Reunified want to live in – even if it’s the reality 

Gender Studies majors want to live in (yet still complain about very real lack of 

polarity issues).  

  

The masculine spirit and life force with this is being harvested into gaming 

aggregates and porn instead of the warrior-ship of building a kingdom to benefit 

humanity. Again...because of this fracture instead of reunification ‘oh ye pitiful 

peasants’. 

 

Their God-given potential and society advancing genius gone to waste and lived 

vicariously through media, movies and porn EVEN THOUGH we could actually 

have more Kings step into their consciousness and thrones to benefit the world 

moreso than ever in history because it’s not associated with literal geneological 

lineage.  

 

Most single men would never think of themselves as worthy of being a Prince, 

yet so many women have become princesses and goddesses...see the imbalance? 

  

Their potential knightly heroism (of living the Grail Quest) entirely stunted as 

the world gets run amok into more tyranny – men themselves becoming pawns 



in the social tirade (I’ve taught on this for years before). And if you see what's 

going on the world, it's time for MORE KINGS to Rise and to be worthy to their 

counter-parts together. 

  

The new heaven on earth ascension-based world requires benevolent, glorious 

REUNIFIED KINGS AND QUEENS - Living in principled alignment in fullest 

multi-dimensional authority and service..and the Glory of God the Father and 

Mother; King and Queen.  

  

Sophia Queens can heal the world directly within themselves, their partnered 

relationship (if they have one) and then the influence of their court and 

Kingdom but again; will generally not be relevant or accessible to many in the 

masculine collective who are being left behind. 

  

The calling of a priestess however;...is different. As a Holy Grail yourself; you 

bring the Cup of Immortality and Communion to him experientially. He no 

longer has to seek or complete the impossible puzzle from his subjectivity of 

somehow becoming reunified within himself.  

 

An extended discussion but it’s easier for single definition (Human Design) to do 

this alchemy work on their own to Sophia or Muse whereas a split definition is 

seeking a twin flame. This means that You – by just being a Holy Grail is just the 

direct short-cut to the real thing without him having to imagine, fake, or 

become a master alchemist. You are the bridge. 

  

You/She is able to serve intimately as a King-maker to men she wouldn't even 

necessarily EVER partner with b/c she is in service to awakening (from a human 

perspective) his Masculine spirit to attune to its Truth closer to source and 

reclaim HIS God-like powers and spirit...to reclaim his throne and mature 

integrated Kingship.  



 

She knows her medicine and the demand for it, yet she is rewarded in multiple 

dimensions with great growth, satisfaction and material provision in exchange 

(but make no mistake; priestessing is not merely transactional, it is 

transformational service). 

  

And although she would be discerning with her clients and her boundaries, she 

is not only more than ok with taking on the broken; she is CALLED to it. Such 

men must be COMMITTED to it however and their investment is part of their 

commitment. 

  

Such a priestess is able to directly help men at different levels of growth take 

their thrones (or trade them up for a bigger and greater kingdom), awaken their 

divinated power, worthiness and service.  

 

She reaches areas that personal growth and passive zen spirituality could never 

reach for him; awakening his Heart and healthy Sex life force while reclaiming, 

discovering and embodying such higher self power. 

  

A Reunified Priestess (as a Holy Grail herself) and her built-in high social status 

means everything to the disavowed as well as the further along and Awakening 

masculine; she is about the only force that can bring him BACK into direct 

alignment and empowerment as a King because other women (by and large) just 

don't give a damn (to be blunt).  

  

She (by proxy) is that which he desires to relate with as equal and worthy; he 

doesn't have to SEARCH anymore or play manipulative or transactional games 

for years that never get him anywhere in his bitterness and anxiety.  

 



She can bring him the AUTHENTIC kingly worthiness and healing that even 

sugar babies could only do transactionally for him.  

 

He really desires to KNOW on the deepest level that he is WORTH IT (and not 

just for exchange of money); worthy of Communion with the Divine (Feminine) 

Holy Grail. He desires to be present with such Beauty. 

 

She can then directly help bring him into resonance with that greater Truth 

through her multi-dimensional Truth and magic b/c she IS already attuned and 

KNOWS IT IS REAL. This isn’t just a transactional game of someone of higher 

status than him for money on a superficial level.  

 

That’s how this could be an evolution of escorting or a path out of it (and sex-

working) for many escorts who are called to honestly (but without judgment); 

something deeper, more spiritual and more meaningful on other dimensions. 

  

Men (driven by Holy Grail Quest principle of Reunification) will keep seeking 

that connection elsewhere (including transactionally with aforementioned 

escorts or sugar babies); yet still never realizing their ultimate worthy and 

presence...so they continue to live in secret fear and awe of the beauty and status 

of such women or play the game. 

 

For some men, the shallow transaction and superficial fun with sugar babies 

gives a proxy of something more real in connection close to the grail but these 

men are not ordained as real kings; it’s an illusion.  

 

These men who LOVE the shallowness of it and economic exchange may not be 

your clients unless they desire something deeper. 

 



Is this insight helping? Escorts and sugar babies can make a good living but so 

can a Reunified Priestess who can do the deep transformational magic and know 

his desires. 

 

In the deeper masculine spirit and God working through him; He desires to 

REMEMBER and know at his deepest level that HE IS WORTH IT in Holy 

Communion with the Divine Feminine Presence.  

 

 
 

Remember; he is wired differently than you. Of course men may have their 

more individual issues but this is the big meta-one that is out there for single 

men. 

  

Single men are by default stuck as lone wolves when it comes to relating to not 

just women but especially the world of divine feminine principle and BEING a 

worthy King-Lover partaking with Communion. 

 

Normally they are unable to ‘penetrate’ the power and presence of many women 

embodying different forms of the impersonal, meta-feminine consciousness and 



beauty (which is amplified with social media so that now women can have a 

100,000: 1 attraction ratio like a starlet). 

  

Most Western single men won't ever even have Prince worthiness and healthy 

confidence to even relate socially with most high value women. How does his 

little personalized egoic self compare to the divine feminine (and we see this 

reflected throughout much of pop culture as well ie. ‘How do you talk to an 

angel?”, etc.) 

  

So they might resort to unhealthier options like manipulative pick-up artist 

tactics and the like - or worse become a vengeful incel who is a sociopathic 

danger to society.  

 

Remember; I was a NATURAL, connection valuing leader in the dating world 

(under a slightly different name) and was very aware of what else was going on 

and being taught btw.  

 

I knew all the popular leaders of the PUA movement and in the book ‘The 

Game’ personally. I spoke at the largest industry leading event (Eben Pagan’s 

Man Transformation). And I’ve worked in that business with REAL clients in 

person as well as influencing as an online teacher and coach. I’m tuned in with 

it all and spoke on these social dynamics of the matrix many years ago. 

  

And it all centers on CONNECTION and this (Holy Grail at the HIGHEST 

levels) of seeking Reunification. 

 

It's important to realize that most modern single men (who are just kind of in 

purgatory and lost with women) also aren't at the level of presence to even 

ATTRACT their worthy Queen as well.  

 



They may try to impress her with their personal attributes or professional 

achievements with their inner game but it doesn’t necessarily lead to her 

attraction, so the good guys get stuck in purgatory and many live in utter apathy 

with the feminine; near hopeless.  

 

Meanwhile women are just waiting for them to ‘show up’ as ready to enter their 

court, but to these men they just can’t b/c it affects ALL of them. 

  

They're consistently dealing with unworthiness, anxieties and self-doubt which 

keeps them off of the radar of the woman they would love to have a relationship 

with so they keep putting women on the fantasy pedestal (a vicarious outlet of 

the grail quest).  

  

But you could take on men as clients who are already IN relationships as well..or 

even work with couples to re-templatize their relationship into Hieros Gamos 

foundation and devotion. You could even do spiritual and beauty makeover 

transformational work for them on top of energy healing. A Reunified Priestess 

is versatile. 

 

So yeah; there are high quality men out there who would want to evolve the 

relationship WITH their current wife or attract a soul mate as well; not just 

single men. This gives you a lot of options as far as how you want to market and 

position yourself and your services.  

 

So a RP would be discerning in who she takes on, but she is able to work with 

the wretched and forsaken if he has potential, investment and commitment 

whereas no one else would, but such men must be COMMITTED to change and 

understand your role in it all. 

 



Taking on prospect discovery sessions for free or a nominal retainer fee is one 

way to get things going. It’s easy to start collecting testimonials too. 

  

So from your perspective, you might not quite grasp it normally, but why would 

a Reunified Grail Priestess mean everything to forsaken men?  

  

Because Muses and Queens can INSPIRE men *indirectly*, but legions of 

modern single men are now so lost socially, spiritually and sexually (but won’t 

admit it) that it requires someone who actually gives a damn to make that 

*direct* and energetically intimate and impactful connection.  

 

This is where I see the missing connect out there after working with men for so 

long...they can have great inner game but so much of their issues can really only 

go so far with other male coaching. 

 

Enter the Dragon-Queen. 

 

Much of the magic in HIS transformation is through simple attunement to her 

Queenly presence and simple techniques to facilitate that (without ever having 

to get physical); but as we’ve mentioned a great priestess can take on any 

archetypal embodiment necessary – she's just that versatile. 

  

And again; because she is a living testament (yet proxy) of that which he desires 

spiritually, soulfully, sexually and socially to make it all REAL and transform his 

consciousness and embodiment. 

 

There’s something David DeAngelo (Eben Pagan) said years ago that may help if 

you are concerned about men getting confused with you as their literal object of 

affection and somehow crossing the line. He said;  

 



“Men want a woman ‘like that’ and women want ‘that man’.  

 

That should help release some potential anxiety around taking on private male 

clients right now.  

 

Besides; a well-trained and masterful priestess will be able to handle and work 

with these energetic dynamics; redirecting energy back to him to help him 

evolve and relate to find HIS beloved (as well as the myriad of other high value 

life change benefits of working with you/her). 

  

You bring the ‘real’ thing and experience to him in how to relate to women 

embodying the divine feminine. Just how big could this ‘industry’ become? Who 

knows! 

 

Millions of men aren’t going through the initiations necessary to step into 

Kingship – and the Feminine has a large role to play (even though some doors he 

must go through on his own). Remember; they don’t even have the FIRE to do 

so if someone isn’t going to be there to support and commune with him. 

 

All that many modern single men today really have today is fantasy, hopes and 

dreams.  

 

They don't even start the journey of becoming worthy to commune (and 

remember that SUCH a woman IS going to be discerning and discriminating 

towards un-yoked men because she is the one to let the in. 

 

So the whole theme of his psycho-sexual and spiritual DRIVE to secure the Holy 

Grail; this is ALL very real and has to do with the drive to procreate and expand 

life and consciousness itself as the highest levels possible if we take on a 

biological 'sperm wars' perspective). 



 

And for men in relationships, there are ways that you can support them as well. 

 

 
 

Unfortunately; many single men (who could become GREAT) will just 

compromise to settle for a woman they AREN’T inspired by or in many cases, 

remain an incel without an ability to connect in presence and attract an 

interested partner. 

 

Chances of somehow stepping into the Heroic King consciousness the world 

could benefit from? Slim. 

  

So don’t underestimate your value; YES – the actual training and technique is 

critical to priestessing but your image, presence and multi-dimensional beauty 

TO A MAN just by doing literally NOTHING is far more important than you 

may realize (esp. If you are concerned about frizzy hair details, etc.). 

 

Unlike a sugar baby or escort; a Reunified Priestess can be the one thing that IS 

REAL to them (as a Grail Priestess in embodiment) and actually has the 

compassion to nurture, heal, inspire and call forth his Prince and then King 



consciousness and embodiment as he attunes his divinity in relationship to her 

beauty, presence and living gnosis. 

 

Literally years or decades of work can be done within a good package of sessions 

with him; an entire self-makeover transformation. He WANTS to be heroic and 

worthy in the real world. 

 

Remember; the deeper soul calling to serve the divine masculine must be here to 

follow such soul service AND YET you would be getting paid very well for it as 

well.  

 

You don’t get into THIS kind of work for the money alone however! Especially 

considering that this is still more of a new industry (which also denotes great 

opportunity to be one of the legacy founders of this Remembrance). 

  

So, we’ve covered it a bit but yes; 

 

Without a direct connection like this, most modern single men may remain lost 

and FRACTURED from the Truth of Sacred Union itself. All forms of Queens 

aren’t giving THEM any attention b/c they haven’t stepped INTO their Prince 

and Kingship yet. 

 

Women on instagram are objectified by default and they feel further 

disconnection. 

 

And yet again; they may end up compromising for a woman they feel 'ok' with 

and getting caught up in the motions but never feeling inspired and awakened. 

  

The spiritual, social and sexual fracture with the feminine has become too large 

of a gap to bridge for such men...and it keeps growing larger on the individual 



and cultural level...now women even being the predominant population in 

University as well. 

  

So we end up in a world of more ‘independent’ Queens without the strength and 

spiritual support of their righteous and benevolent King counterparts; they with 

the more masculine style of mettle and Warriorship required to hold the line 

and create heaven on earth – together as She can rest more into her Divine 

Feminine embodiment, gnosis and expression. 

  

And you have popular culture continue to promote fracture and division 

between the Truth of Reunification (between the sexes). 

 

And yes, there is value in brotherhood circles as certain trials he must go 

through on his own, but this brings us back to Divine Principle and 

Reunification; many men will NEVER step into King-Lover embodiment, 

righteousness, service and consciousness without a reason to let alone LIVE at 

the level with a Queen consciousness partner; her love and beauty.  

  

What the Feminine can do and the miracles she can hold has been suppressed 

throughout history and SP's and MP's realize this. 

  

So if you are concerned that many men won't even start the journey to greatness 

if they remain disavowed spiritually, sexually and socially from ever being 

worthy of a Queen...or become the Warrior and worthy Lover that such a 

Queen is looking for.... 

  

You could help them. You could be the one and in SEEING him embody Prince, 

Kingship and divine MASCULINE qualities in front of your very eyes...wow! 

  



A Reunified Priestess (Sophia or Muse-Priestess) can do MIRACLES for evolving 

men like nothing else and in very short amounts of time. And again; this can be 

IN the practical format of a soul-based business working on your own time and 

hours.  

  

But a Sophia devotee on her own Cristos journey can (generally speaking) only 

inspire most men in passing at best until real connection is made. And many of 

them are open for their one mortal king while the other men remain neglected 

by default (and without a path TO reunification and worthy presence). 

  

A Muse will SHARE her energy and penetrate the grid and men's auras 

effortlessly (whether she's in a relationship or not) from her emanance alone; 

but it's a Priestess can do the *direct* front-lines magic and life transformational 

work that will affect all of him.  

  

She bridges the gap to attune men into Krystic principle and embodiment 

because of her reunified presence as well as her trained methods and technique. 

  

Making sense? 

 

A priestess can make that connection and make reunification REAL to his 

awakening masculine, where a Sophianic devotee or Sophia-Queen may only 

remain in her internal journey - or maybe share sacred union (like a Queen) 

with her personalized partner alone.  

  

Queens can inspire their individual King as well as empire directly; Sophia-

Teachers can still have GREAT influence and be as a form of Kingmakers... 

 



But again - it's the Priestesses who generally do the most intimate frontlines 

work for men (as VIP clients) who would otherwise have ZERO access to such 

High Queens and their courts. 

  

Ok...so the concept of Reunified Priestess isn't for even most women on a 

spiritual path (and I wouldn’t even consider becoming a Reunified Teacher until 

you are very experienced and initiated).  

  

You may be ONLY on the personalized spiritual reunification path with Cristos 

(and calling in a partner)..or perhaps preparing yourself for intimate Priestess 

service (which again to me is a bit different than doing badass group teaching 

and transmissions). 

  

Can you see the differentiation and tune in to where you are at with things 

now? Maybe you are meant to be more of the less intimate but very impactful 

public teacher when you know you are qualified (but consider the Priestesses 

can also teach!). 

  

Reunified Grail Priestesses are rare and hold GREAT magic and powers b/c of 

the Truth of Communion and the Siddhic Powers of High Queen and Priestess. 

They can serve God principle with and through men who aren't their 

personalized lovers (without ever having to cross professional boundaries or 

becoming a Sacred Prostitute). 

  

Far beyond 'conscious lovers' and even tantric sex between mortalized partners; 

immortal Sacred Union principle of Hieros Gamos encoded in Christos-Sophia 

and Muse are incredibly powerful, richly ancient, devotional and spiritual 

frameworks of alchemical transmutation of consciousness. 

  



 
 

Some would say that such Divine Feminine principle is THE medicine of what is 

missing in the world today - and that which can heal and usher us into 

Ascension and Communion; esp. in the imbalance of tyrannical masculine and 

shadow feminine principle as well as the division, chaos and control out there 

with centuries of oppression.  

  

I would say Yes; the EXALTATION and SERVICE of the Divine Feminine to 

REUNIFY the world on the frontlines IS what’s missing. And the more MEN 

who are INITIATED into Reunified Kingship who honor and exalt the 

feminine? Wow! We’re in Heaven on Earth as it affects everything. 

  

As we know; religion has suppressed this throughout the discourse of history in 

favor of the Divine Masculine (and often with rigid puritanism or dogma around 

it), but many of us know that - after eons of suppression and great imbalance - 

NOW is the time for a blossoming of such Reunified Priestesses (and in King-

Queen coupling; Reunified Queens in the world); Dreamweavers of mystical and 

practical multi-dimensional reunification for a KING is worthy to relate to 

QUEENS and other powerful, exalted people in service.  

  



There are new LINEAGES to seed. New KINGDOMS to grow. 

 

Priestesses to Awaken in Great Remembrance and SERVE. ...to heal the cultural, 

social and spiritual FRACTURE between the masculine and feminine into Holy 

Grail principle Reunification.  

  

New Legends to arise. 

  

And yes! It IS heretical and may be seen as secular BECAUSE patriarchical led 

religion HAS suppressed the divine feminine aspect of Truth, Holiness and 

Communion. 

  

After working with men for almost 2 decades (and being the transformed myself 

in the Muse lineage), I know intimately, this is primarily what's missing: highly 

yoked women serving who VALUE reunification with the multi-dimensional 

masculine within themselves and living it, serving and influencing with that 

Communion in men and in the world.  

  

As mentioned; I've received intimate sessions from priestesses as well and the 

impact is PROFOUND and life changing...I discovered new blocks that I didn't 

know I had ‘in person’ intimately - even though I was so far along my path at 

that point. 

  

Remember; men are non-consciously SEEKING REUNIFICATION with the 

highest form of feminine possible; the Holy Grail so to speak. This is the CORE 

psycho-sexual and spiritual drive. It has to do with the core mother birthing 

womb wound; the separation from the feminine at birth.  

  

As Camille Paglia (pro-sex feminist) says (paraphrased): "Women inherently 

know who they are at their first cycle whereas men have to continually prove 



themselves worthy of reunification with the feminine. This is the Apollonian 

dynamic where men will create and advance the arts and technology to prove 

their worthiness in hopes of reunification." 

  

So if you’re concerned if there is opportunity for the lifestyle aspect of a 

freedom-based, Spirit-led Priestessing business (in how you would exchange 

value), consider that; 

 

MILLIONS of men are left behind. 100's of millions even worldwide. Yes - 

single men but also men in relationships who are just going along without the 

initiations that would awaken their righteous fire and Kingship FROM THE 

TOUCH OF AN ANOINTED QUEEN, MAGE AND MOTHER - from that of 

whom IS a Cosmic Lover. 

  

...As a Grail Priestess to activate Kingship, righteous warriors and a co-creative 

renaissance instead of bitter, compromising and mediocre beta males. 

  

So if you ARE called at any point into Service; yeah - this is also a great 

opportunity from a PRACTICAL sense of living your highest spirit-aligned and 

materially supportive lifestyle in having your own priestess practice that can 

help you thrive financially. 

  

And we could also say something more about reunification in that the anxiety 

sex industry (‘the oldest business in the world’) and how 'the girlfriend 

experience' is the most popular sales point of the cash-rich and recession-proof 

industry of escorting. This is different, yet there are similarities. 

  

Think of being a Reunified Priestess as being a personal priestess to higher 

paying VIP clients - with very clear boundaries, without ever having to get 



physical with clients and without ever having to be seen or recognized as a sex 

worker (and the cultural stigma with it).  

 

And of course you could also work with groups or serve women in ways as well 

as teach. 

  

Because of the built-in multi-dimensional SEXUAL relevance; much of it is like 

being a spiritual sex worker without EVER having to get physical or ever having 

to have any of that stigma associated with your name.  

  

And this is nothing against sex working and escorting at all btw - it has its 

transactional place with supply/demand and can in some rare cases even reach a 

form of divine connection; however the entire dynamic is still foundationally 

transactional (instead of transformational) and is entirely missing the devotional 

aspect.  

  

A Reunified Priestess is in core transformational service because she is in Love 

and Devotion with the crystalized spirit of God within men that she can help 

awaken and coax out of him with her multi-dimensional magic, allure and 

techniques.  

 

She can help his spirit, worthiness, presence and character TRULY be worth and 

transform magically into an authentic Prince and King no matter where he is 

financially. Kind of like Cinderella but in reverse! 

  

Unfortunately, culture DOES have a stigma around sex-working (I/Rion am also 

a trained Tantra Daka Priest which is a conscious and healing form of sex 

working in sacred space where the woman receives potent healing *without* 

intercourse or kissing. It’s perhaps THE single most potent form of healing 

sexual trauma permanently. 



  

Most of neo-tantra is entirely corrupted and tainted; however, I had the pure 

Muse Reunification dynamic as my foundation going through all of my 

certification training and that purity and integrity (to never cross the lines as 

well), the trust and sanctity of my sacred space - may have something to do with 

people always wanting sessions with me!) 

  

It’s important to have that trust that you would also bring to your clients...As 

how most Reunified Priestesses would serve, it would be done in a way that 

makes it SAFE and public-image friendly to promote their services without ever 

getting physical if they never want to.  

  

Some however may have Dakini-Priestess training and choose to brand and 

serve more in that aspect as well with or without ever becoming a sacred 

prostitute, but it's differentiated from what a Muse Priestess is known as. 

  

After all; these types of blocks can hold a lot of women back from ever doing 

anything like this with men. It's something you would have to face or heal 

within yourself. 

 

 
  

And it's for practical purposes because a lot of muses literally have their own 

career and reputation as an artist to also keep in mind, so the non-physical 



priestessing that is clear from 'sex working' helps just make it SAFE without 

public stigma.  

 

How I train priestesses is without any physical dakini sex-work (even though I 

have the ability and certification to do so). 

  

And in fact; much of the transformational magic and King-making can be done 

through energy work without ever touching your clients. ALL of it can be 

clothed work as well. 

  

So! We have covered a LOT here. Is something stirring within you? Or maybe 

just for a snack after all this time? 

  

Do you have the Kingmaking Codes of this Reunified Priestess Clarion Call or is 

it just a lot to process right now? Maybe new seeds are laying afoot...give it more 

gestation time if necessary. 

  

A primary call of an RP is that you must love and desire to serve God with and 

through the masculine in men....to awaken and even exalt their righteous 

greatness - for you are already so in Devotional Love with God the King and 

Lover. 

  

The world of men and society is ACHING for the Medicine that really only the 

relevant and yoked can bring to the world on the frontlines as Sophia Priestess 

and Muse Priestesses as living and applied testament of the Love and Cosmic 

Communion with God consciousness.  

  

...A world in which righteous kings in their own domains make it safe for higher 

principle to live as heaven on earth, make it safe for women and children, make 



it safe for communities and the divine feminine to also thrive and be honored en 

masse.  

  

To allow higher dimensional beauty and siddhic principle to flourish in our 

world, relationships and cultures in the face of the Dark Mother (Shadow aspect 

of Fallen Sophia) and Shadow masculine. Her Beauty and Grace can make that 

DIRECT RE-connection to awaken Reunification; Sacred Union principle on the 

front lines itself. 

  

It's a special calling that takes strong Codes and Soul Warrioress. 

 

So yes!  We'll talk more about how you can take the next steps coming up in our 

final segment... 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
  

To fall in love with Masculine Principle in today's age? Heresy! 

  

To Serve Divine Masculine Principle AS the liberated divine feminine that has 

been suppressed for centuries?  

  

Such would be an even greater defiance that could shift the course of 

consciousness in humanity and culture itself!  

  

Imagine being a Reunified Priestess in full soul service with the powers and 

practice to awaken and assist men in cultivating Kingship!  

  

Consider the sexual, spiritual, cultural and social imbalance that we have 

without a world of Reunified King and Queen principle where shadow games 

abound.  

 

You probably already know the masculine qualities that are missing in the 

world.  

  

Want more of it? This is the most direct way to that and so much more 

fulfillment as a Reunified Priestess. 

  



Eons beyond 'men's coaching' or even style makeovers; such reunified magic 

and King-making power of High Priestesses is ANCIENT awakened 

Remembrance when compared to the new fracture of post-modern feminism, 

modern society, the war of the sexes and its impact.  

 

It is Potent and initiating MEDICINE to ALL aspects of his fractured and 

disavowed self; his archetypal potential..all of it emotionally, spiritually, 

psychologically, non-consciously, sexually and yes, even socially. 

  

A path of Reunification and multi-dimensional divine SERVICE however; isn't 

for the weak of heart...and you must practically have codes enough to even 

consider it because of what it takes; lest you fall off the path. It requires deep 

values alignment. 

  

So this brings us to our final segment of this ‘Calling of the Kingmaker’ book. 

  

We have overviewed these 3 prime divine feminine lineages that have been 

HERESIES to the religious and popular order throughout history: 

Sophia/Magdalene, Muse and Priestess.  

  

As we know; much of history HASN'T been led by the reunified, balanced 

masculine that reveres, honors and serves the divine feminine allowing her to 

blossom in fullest expression. (And we’re not talking about virtue signaling soy 

boys either!) 

  

Much of it has been about controlling, suppressing and doing much worse with 

and to the feminine. Even her deified beauty is seen through a distorted lens 

(and one that mostly values the 3rd dimension but we’re changing that with Sexy 

Chi). 

 



Muse has culturally defied this suppression and had to break away from religion 

where She and her potent Light Eros Allure was too constrained, shamed and 

bypassed as sinful. 

  

By now; you may have likely evolved in the area of healing your fractures with 

the masculine to a large degree, archetypal and divine feminine consciousness 

and by now you may have realized that you can't wait for mainstream men to 

lead the way in this.  

 

Good!...you'd probably be waiting a long time. 

  

These 3 paths are still very heretical to mainstream religion and the unleashing 

of divine feminine avatars in service. In our discourse, we have also covered 

differences or distinctions between these 3 ancient lineages. 

  

And in the last part, we dug more into a ‘Clarion Call’ For The Kingmaking 

Reunified Priestess and their RELEVANCE to initiating and sparking embodied 

Kingship (and righteous Guardian and Soul Warriorship) in men in relation to 

divine feminine principle and the Unity Truth of Communion, Eternal Love, 

Peace and Harmony. 

  

Not all women can do such things as many of them still retain their own issues, 

trauma or fracture with the masculine and even speaking of trained and initiated 

priestesses; are just specialized in other areas. 

  

Remember that an 'RP' is different than NON-reunified Priestess (or priestesses 

NOT on a Hieros Gamos journey). As of 2021, Reunified Priestesses in intimate 

service are quite numerically rare; however, this is a seminal time and 

opportunity for them to rapidly EXPAND and blossom out into the world! 

  



This currently rare Priestess (as a Holy Grail embodiment catch to men herself) 

has great powers, healing and magic especially related to King-making and 

ACTIVATING divine masculine qualities and alchemical (transmutational 

consciousness) growth in men; men who otherwise only have that connection 

through pure fantasy and dreams of relating with their projection of the divine 

feminine in their actual life with real women, feminine principle and a partner. 

  

We also covered that - whereas a Sophia-Queen is usually in it for herself and 

Christos (from a 3rd party perspective) and secondarily for her partner, their 

rich love, relationship and furthermore influencing her/his 

Queendom/Kingdom); 

  

> A Reunified Priestess (in the way that I am defining it) is directly and 

intimately into soul service on the front lines with men other than her chosen 

partner. She can be single or committed to a partner, but would still be in 

service to other men (and women, but primarily called to serving men). 

 

And yes there are Reunified Teachers out there as well who may not do more of 

the energetically intimate 1-on-1 work. 

  

Such a Kingmaker can intimately heal, train, initiate and attune him gnostically 

into a Grail King to live at that level of reality, unleashing his genius and 

righteous warriorship and to help attract his personal Grail Queen (also because 

he is far less likely than you to get into devotional reunification practice meta-

physically with the divine feminine). 

  

And yes, part of this connects to the Ancient Temple Arts of the sacred 

prostitute who would christen a mortal man into Communion of Holy Hieros 

Gamos and Reunified Kingship (except that even that kind of physical aspect 

isn't necessary as a Reunified Priestess today).  



 

Such energetic law of resonance attunement that can directly lead him to 

experience Communion itself (and hierogamy) and such siddhic, nourishing 

connection and love with a different woman is testament to his Kingship, 

worthiness, godliness and status. 

 

Think of initiating men into Kings as a Priestess-Queen! 

  

 
 

Like in the ancient times, Reunified Temple Priestesses (rich in Maiden, Mother, 

Muse, Mage/Sorceress, etc.) are the ULTIMATE King-makers, because the 

Divine Feminine and Connection to the Immortal Cup of Life works through 

her as Grail and activates men into their own Krystic potential, archetypal 

power, truth, embodiment, worthiness and glory...embodiment of Lover, King, 

Father, Warrior and Christos consciousness worthy of High Queen and having 

great, benevolent influence in how he serves. 

  

If more men were only CONNECTED to this - it would change everything b/c 

unfortunately, countless millions of beta men who are too weak of character to 

stand for Truth and providing security and provision for the feminine 



(energetically and otherwise) where feminine essenced beauty can be liberated 

to thrive in all dimensions further inspiring the masculine; many are closer to 

just wanting or taking from women and the feminine to appease their bitter 

disconnection. 

  

We also covered in some detail the great cultural, sexual, social and spiritual 

fracture within modern men; castrated and divorced from feminine principle 

and their large inability to meet today's women in worthy, embodied presence - 

even knowing that men are secretly seeking REUNIFICATION with the Holy 

Grail itself in Divine Remembrance (which can be valued as ‘hierogamy’ yet all 

aspects are initiated).  

  

THE MEDICINE OF THE DIVINE FEMININE (including Sophia, Muse and 

Priestess) is what can heal the world; especially on intimate, connected and 

direct levels. And even the leaders of the Sophia lineage to me (circa 2021) 

mostly still seem blocked to serving more intimately with men like this. This 

may perhaps be opportunities for them as well. 

  

Unfortunately; the connections just aren't being made (even while 10's of 

millions of men are suffering and fractured in relation to Sophianic and divine 

feminine principle).  

 

I've seen profound life changes being done between tantra dakini priestesses 

even without reunification codes with men; but WITH reunification codes is 

entirely something else and encoded in richer Source Truth and Communion to 

attune and alchemize his transmutation of consciousness. 

  

Sure; these men (with whom I KNOW are suffering after years of working with 

them in the direct industry) may be seeking their Queen, but the irony is that 

no one is there to GUIDE THEM into the embodiment that would help them 



ATTRACT her in the first place to get on her radar to choose him; so they 

remain stuck and often live vicariously through games, fantasies, sports and 

diversions...never rising into the Kingdom creating glory of their potential.  

Meanwhile; other masculine forces of shadow and tyranny may be running 

rampant. 

  

Again; many millions of men are left behind with culture supporting the 

fracture with the feminine and selling fantasy; gaming, porn (and addiction), 

advertising, media, movies, books, cartoons, etc.  

  

As I've stated; I was in the transformational business of serving such single men 

and the healing demand has only compounded b/c of the cultural, sexual, social 

and spiritual fracture.  

 

Never forget that it is secretly a heterosexual man's GREATEST psycho-sexual 

and spiritual driver to seek REUNIFICATION with the highest possible 

feminine in order to resolve his mother birth wound. To prove his worthy - 

even if he isn't conscious of it. (Why do you think he is in awe of beauty?) 

 

To find and drink from the Holy Grail. 

  

It should never be any issue for a reunified priestess to attract and convert male 

clients and help them through high value, life-changing transformation and 

makeovers.  

  

It could even be a transition opportunity for escorts who want to get into 

something a little more transformational and more conscious than escorting. 

  

In all of my years of helping single men gain more embodied sexual presence 

and naturally be confident with women they like; it was literally the 



reunification principle that Muse brought that did most of the magic and life 

changes. 

 

I called my method ‘Natural Grounding’ because Muse (I didn’t consciously 

realize it was always her until over 14 years into it) helped men – through our 

practical of alchemical meditation with her – to embody realigned sexual 

polarity and natural masculine sexual confidence, presence and grounding. It 

helped them take them out of anxiety and unworthiness into CONNECTION 

with the feminine and women. 

 

It’s done miracles in men’s lives which means SHE (Muse) has done miracles in 

lives without ever physically BEING there (and now what Muse Priestess 

represents is the Holy Grail embodiment ‘in reality’ for men who aren’t 

alchemists). 

 

“Natural Grounding is another awesome supplement that heals your issues with 

women...if I can overcome the decades of abuse and have this level of success (in 

natural dating), you can too” - Geodude 

 

“I am fully porn free since 2014...and that was just the first benefit from NG 

(Muse meditation method of Rion’s).” -A.C., Europe 

 

“...it clicked..and became deeper and more consistent. Since then there is no 

desire for porn at all.  (The method) Translates into peace and total ease of 

connection with women in the real world” -S.C. 

 

“It translates as women lighting up around me or checking me out more these 

days...I feel more connected to women generally now.” - Natural Grounder 

 



And we have many, many other testimonials (100’s) from men on my/Rion’s 

method of archetype alchemy meditation (centered all on Muse but also 

includes Maiden, Goddess, etc.). 

 

As far as muse queens themselves? HA!  

 

They’re going to remain out of touch and off radar with most mortals IRL (in 

real life). Fortunately, men who practice my reunification method can still 

connect to her energy to transform from her media alone; yet most men would 

never get into it. 

 

And as much as a Sophia-Queen evolves herself, men outside of her partner are 

off her radar and don't get to experience all of this power, presence, beauty, 

healing and resonance directed towards real connection with them (even if she 

is doing some group classes); the ONE thing that can DIRECTLY accelerate their 

transformation of consciousness with attracting a Queen the most.  

 

And if he is on a masculine led king path while remaining entirely fractured 

from feminine principle, he is going to be a secretly bitter, imbalanced, 

uninspired and undersexed son-of-a-gun (IF he can even find the fuel and fire to 

grow in his path...freedom drive might get him a long ways, but he can still be 

disavowed from reunion so he might seek to become superficially famous, etc.). 

  

Embodying that which he desires makes it all an easy ‘sale’ for him. Remember 

that men are also very visual. 

 

Even the format of Sophia-Queens who are teaching reunification and attracting 

some men in that group format; many of the single men would still have 

anxieties or presence issues around even relating with her. Consider that men 



would rarely open up and get emotional in a group settings anyways...more 

intimate, trustable sacred space is necessary. 

  

A Reunified Priestess in transformational devotional service can do all of this 

and (instead of a what is a more superficial, divertive and transactionally based 

escort) she can also act as a PROXY to the ideal woman with such similar 

qualities that he may desire to attract in serving as a personal priestess - so there 

are many ways in which you could market your services.  

 

 
 

For me, I have ALWAYS had a deep soul conflict with sugar babies and escorting. I’ve always wanted to be 

worthy because of the REAL ME and not because of money (or exchange of money). There are a lot of men 

out there who desire this truth also. 

  

Again; most modern single men don't know how to be present with such multi-

dimensional and encoded beauty as yours (and how to relate with it in other 

women)...and to REALLY be present, worthy and such without 'stuff' coming up 

for them. It’s anxiety central. 

 



You would make it REAL for him to start being present, in his body, worthy, 

comfortable and so forth around such feminine essence so that he can relate 

more integrously and princely with other women (but that's just part of it all).  

 

A general rule of thumb is that (if single), he's not getting such connection 

anywhere (albeit often through fantasy). A lot of men remain in the friend zone 

without being able to spark attraction in women.  

 

So all of this gives you a LOT to be able to serve and work with (so you might 

want to master working with masculine archetypes as well because they are a 

major gateway for men to relate with the divine feminine and her fractals in real 

women). 

  

And yes; even if an RP has a partner, she (with recommended agreement from 

her partner) is able to share the gifts and magic outside of her personalized 

partnership to other men because of her calling.  

  

Yes - she can train women in certain ways and teach, but she especially assists 

men to go experientially heal the fracture between masculine and feminine 

within themselves while attuning more into embodied multi-dimensional 

Kingship through initiation rituals and support she can provide.  

  

And yes; this has to often be 1-on-1 work...you CAN work remote but for VIP 

clients, you may really want to have them in person live often or a mix of 

servicing. 

  

The prospect of sharing your/her energies and gifts (more intimately yet with 

boundaries) with other men (or men they may not ever be interested in at least 

initially) may turn off many a conscious woman.  

  



If that's you right now, then most likely you do not have the calling to be a 

Kingmaker other than to possibly one man.  

 

OR that you simply have more healing to do in that area to be able to rest into 

the trust and provision of higher source masculine with and through men (and 

to carry that with you and what that would then attract)...even if it's daunting. 

  

You could still attract your mortal king; however, you also aren't necessarily 

directly part of MAKING such Kings that would help you be more likely to 

attract one. Seeing even more beautiful, masculine-relevant Queens walking 

around the world can make men even more bitter and fractured. They're 

missing out and not even invited to her court or to the big ball. 

  

And yes, it is possible that one could be a Queen AND a Priestess or even 

Teacher of Reunified Principle (here we're focused on the more intimate 

Priestessing).  

  

A Priestess has a calling to full-on multi-dimensional service and this kind of 

priestess LOVES the divine masculine so much and would be honored to serve 

Him and the Christos aspect within awakening men. She loves the qualities of 

masculine beauty, charisma and presence...and the masculine archetypes. 

  

This requires some specialized training that Goddess sister-hoods may be 

entirely out of values alignment and touch with btw, so you would have to tune 

in to how much you are called to serve the masculine... 

 

To some women who are married or into the literalized concept of holy 

marriage union in marriage; it may seem blasphemous heresy to share their 

energies (non-physically) with others to initiate their Kingship b/c they reserve 

that for their personalized husband-king.  



  

Again; that is also why a Queen is different than such a Temple Priestess who is 

about this compassionate, initiated and experienced divine soul service to others 

(with explicit and certain boundaries albeit).  

  

(Of course she would still qualify her clients and have clear boundaries 

however); literally serving the Reunified aspect of that which She honors but 

within other men and attuning them to it with her magic, mystique and 

technique. 

  

And in a broader perspective; with more women getting INTO Sophianic 

principle (which I will also publically continue to support); even in a world of 

more Reunified Queens, it limits the actual transformation of the MAJORITY of 

the single masculine population who are anything but in King consciousness 

(which essentially requires direct or indirect ACTIVATION FROM Divine 

Feminine Principle to even attain or be relevant in most cases).  

 

Many of them are fending off angry feminists and dealing with the wussification 

of manhood culturally. Many don’t have hope to even fight for anything 

anymore. YOU can be MORE than that hope. 

  

And no matter how much men must often go through their own tribulations 

alone; so much of life and Kingship is entirely incomplete without the 

CONNECTION, love, nurturing, beauty, union and support of the Feminine or 

their Queen. It can ultimately be UN-fulfilling. 

 

Brotherhood and other things can help a man initiate in important ways; but it's 

all incomplete with Queen, Lover and Communion anyways (which is also in 

large part a measure OF his manhood and godliness). 

  



It requires such a soul Warrioress and one to RECLAIM her divine feminine 

powers after persecution for so many lifetimes and in the collective from the 

Feminine and in honor of her forebearers. 

 

 
 

And today in a world where so much of the feminine is not RECLAIMED 

(including her Holy Kingmaking powers and the EROS of it); so much of it may 

never even BEGIN for a man's potential until he has this authentic *connection* 

to the relevance of sex and spirit reunified in relation to the feminine.  

 

And most men will never become master alchemists (like my top male students) 

to extract this connection out of Muse principle per se either - so it has to be 

with real, embodied living women who carry such codes and training.  

  

Women who actually give a damn (to be blunt). Because the rest of the world 

doesn't to the non-reunified masculine. 

 

When he is reunified within (with your direct Kingmaking support); THEN he 

will naturally live and attract an entirely different life experience more attuned 

to his soul self and desires. 



  

It's really the Reunified Priestess who can serve this DIRECTLY; especially 

when a lot of men wouldn't otherwise ever get into temple arts or spiritual 

evolution of their own. 

  

And the Goddess sisterhoods aren’t going to do shit for helping him (just saying). 

And whether you have been through that before or not as part of YOUR 

authentic journey, healing and path; this is a different calling..a calling that 

includes receiving new codes and re-wiring of your consciousness itself more 

into Hieros Gamos principle itself. 

 

Consider that; if you are called more to SERVING the Divine Masculine moreso 

than Reunified Queenship; 

  

Normal Priestesses, Queens and Goddesses aren't even relevant to the issues and 

desires of the fractured masculine and Kingship itself - who are left on their 

own, ostracized from divine feminine principle.  

  

Who is going to bridge the world into REUNIFICATION off of their example 

and lead on the literal front lines? 

  

Who is going to help initiate and raise worthy Princes, Lovers and Kings for 

humanity? 

  

Unless a man is already in relationship with a woman INTO Sophianic principle 

and temple arts herself; 

  

A Reunified Priestess as a Grail Priestess herself is literally THE KEY to directly 

influence and evolve the forsaken and even culturally conditioned, normalized 



masculine INTO reunified ascension to help us all thrive in a world of Divine 

Kings and Queens. 

  

She is the CONNECTION for the masculine TO the Divine Feminine and can 

entrain how to attune, heal, relate to Her and honor Her. She can awaken and 

inspire fire, hope, genius, service and greatness from the True Presence of her 

multi-dimensional Beauty and Magic. 

  

More specifically who or what is the Reunified Priestess? 

  

Again; it's basically a Sophia or Muse Priestess. A specific applied avatar in 

Priestess service from either of those 2 prime Reunified lineages. 

  

This is also why I'm excited about all of this. 

  

Why?  

  

Because as I've mentioned I AM the transformed and it NEVER would have 

happened if the divine feminine kept her energies just for her own private man-

king.  

 

Most men aren’t thoroughbred Princes to have access to commiserate with such 

women. 

  

I wouldn't have had the necessary access and connection to allow miraculous 

transformation through years and years of sacred reunification cultivation (from 

my Beloved; High Muse).  

 



I've gone through countless initiations with Muse alone over the years and it 

was the INTIMACY that mattered in temple space where I could TRULY be 

seen, vulnerable and open (as awesome as Reunified-Teaching and transmissions 

are, this deepest soul intimacy foundation doesn't always come across). 

  

Take him to the holy temple.  

 

Her temple space is an extension OF her beauty, presence, multi-dimensional 

Grail-Truth itself and her trained priestess technique. 

  

A Reunified Priestess (sophia or muse in service as priestess) makes the direct 

connection to what man has been missing and what 'matters' (material). 

  

..In otw; a Kingmaker who can prepare him not just for his personal Holy Grail 

Queen and Communion (or to glorify and up-level his current relationship) but 

then to LIVE the fullest life in thriving support and celebration WITH a Queen, 

Life and Kingdom as testament of his righteousness and high worth.  

  

In alignment with divine principle and multi-dimensional abundance... 

  

A Sophia or Muse Priestess is the best possible King-maker to mankind and 

humanity itself - a CORE force of Reunified Ascension itself for many righteous 

Kings will NEVER rise if there is no fuel or even hopes of reunification itself. 

And many men have already lost hope. 

  

A Sophia or Muse Priestess is a living testament of their REAWAKENING and 

RESURRECTION from the forsaken and mediocre into true greatness and 

honor.  

 



A Sophia or Muse Priestess alone with just simple presence and some basic 

techniques can do miracles for healing and nurturing his true Kingship and in 

record-breaking time. After all; she is encoded in SUCH magic. Her Princess 

attunes his Prince and so forth. 

 

 
  

So; although some of the points may seem redundant and I have covered them 

from different perspectives for your contemplation value; 

 

By now you may know if you are called to more this path of King-making 

service at this point in time (and the rich rewards including financial that it may 

bring you in YOUR highest, fullest expression and magic) - or if you are more 

comfortable in just attracting that soul mate level hierogamic relationship with a 

mortal king (or evolving your current relationship). 

  

Now! 

  

Here are some possible solutions if we look at moving forward... 

  



If you are really called to more the path of becoming a Sophia-Queen; keeping 

things more private and having that fulfilling relationship, you may want to get 

initiated into the Sophia lineage and/or into Christos-Sophia devotional practices 

(or continue with them if you are on it).  

 

From there – and with enough experience you may become a Sophia-Teacher to 

the world and your clients. 

  

I'm more of a 3rd party to the Sophia line; but here are some names to follow or 

consider working with;  

  

*Kaia Ra 

(and the Sophia Dragon tribe; author of ‘The Sophia Code’) 

 

*Avatāra Ānanda 

 

*Nicole Gayle 

 

*Jasmine Rose (Florida) 

 

*Priya Krishnamurthy 

  

And although I'm not sure if they teach Hieros Gamos principle specifically, 

Namaste and Richard Moore are a great example of a literalized union of a 

(monogamous) holy relationship. http://infinitecouple.com 

  

These are great for burgeoning Queens to reference.  

 

http://infinitecouple.com/


Ishtar Moon aka ‘Sundal Roy’ is another name who crosses into Sophianic 

teaching (with a strong Truther and code-bringer edge) and Alba Barrett does 

Kingmaking work (training for women); however, I’m not too steeped in the 

details or how much she is into Sophia-Christos or not. 

  

And of course there's the dialed-in Gillian Pothier who has rich Muse, Sophia 

and Priestess codes.  

  

In fact, it was her with whom I co-hosted 3 of The Cosmic Muse retreats in 

L.A. The work she is doing for men? I couldn't say for right now at least, 

however she is of very rich value (Source Generation Remembrance) in all of 

this. Erica Jade also however she has been off of social media for a few years it 

seems. 

  

Oh and Nicola D'Alonzo and Sarah Poet are doing virtual sessions for men 

related to Kingmaking - although I'm not fully aware of the details on that. You 

may want to follow all of these names on Facebook (and Instagram). 

  

There may be some others as well that I could also recommend enough based on 

referral.  

  

These sources will help with (what is often) a more Sophianic centric path of 

sacred union specifically with Christos and cultivating Sophianic reunified 

consciousness (with Queen-King). 

  

And remember what I said earlier; Sophia-Teachers as impactful as they may be 

are not necessary the same as Sophia-Priestesses doing the more INTIMATE 

work with men individually (emotionally and energetically).  

 

https://facebook.com/gillian.pothier


And again; that's not to take away from ANY of their own transmission power, 

light and influence.  

  

We could just use more of all of it, but for sure more of the intimate priestesses 

b/c I hardly see it out there in Christos-Sophia lineage.  

 

As aforementioned; not only have I received intimate priestess work (from 

dakinis), but I've seen other men have miraculous results from it as well. 

 

 
  

Ok...so what about Sophia Priestess? 

  

As far as Sophia teachers or guides (we could call Sophia-Guide) who may do 

priestess-y things with people in temple space for groups, this is still different 

than intimate feminine-masculine work itself (and much of what is SORELY 

missing in the world).  

  

As of now, they might be out there, but I am not aware of any women who do 

this more intimate emotional and spiritual work in private sacred space with a 

man/men.  



 

Some of the aforementioned teachers work with men, but it doesn’t seem in the 

same core aspect that I’m referring to however (but I could be mistaken). 

  

As far as a soul service 'market opportunity', this is beyond massive and could 

become its own industry...many men are lone wolves and suffering in so many 

ways but near no one is accessible to them to help them make this connection.  

  

Even marketing yourself to help them attract a soul mate could sell wonders b/c 

a Reunified Sophia Priestess is RARE and far beyond the powers of dating or 

attraction coaches. 

  

(It’s worth mentioning again that there ARE Dakini (Temple) Priestesses out 

there who do intimate sexual healing and relating work with men as conscious 

sex workers; but globally they are not qualified in the Pure reunified lineages of 

Sophia or Muse. Some of them individually (as Krystic tantric dakini healers) 

may exist, but I don't know of any nor of any krystic tantra school/lineage. 

There's a friend of mine who is a clear Light-Goddess with great purity, but 

although she was trained, she isn't serving sessions). 

  

So! I hope there will be more Sophia-Priestesses in the world; those that would 

care to directly and intimately serve men (where they will be able to finally 

open up to your Mother, Queen and Priestess magic), but again, I don't know of 

any really. 

  

So; in any case this leaves us with Muse Priestess as a possible direct path of 

initiation, training, lifestyle change and soul service. And Muse Priestess?! Yes! 

Now this is a powerful concept! 

  



As mentioned earlier; for years now, the ancient Muse lineage has been 

preparing to start a new fractal line of Reunified Priestess Kingmakers.  

  

(Likely, she has been waiting for centuries to train a diligently proven worthy 

one who can finally translate her codes). 

  

Reunified Muse hath seen the fracture in the world and although has been more 

and more exalted on stage (and also more powerful than ever right now), She is 

called to walk amongst humanity and serve on the very front lines with HER 

high magic as Priestess after millennia. 

  

And great news; it has already begun!  

  

The Muse Priestess fractal lineage has already begun! 
  

This also means that - if you are called to it and have enough codes (for soul 

relevance), you wouldn't have to be a performance artist to embody much more 

of her essence, beauty, magic, allure and consciousness. 

  

You would however have to have very strong resonance with Muse essence 

qualities and values as well as the path of service. This includes actually caring 

about culture, arts, expression and being more than OK with having high social 

status. 

  

For centuries, Muse has had such reunified magic and influenced culture behind 

the scenes - but that which was INDIRECT, it literally took a Masculine 

alchemist like myself for her to be able to receive Her vision, get initiated, 

inundated in codes, trained in and then TRANSLATE her magic and technique 

into Reunified Priestess-hood. (It only took ME 19 years of preparation and 

training btw ;). 



  

Although I have been teaching reunification FOR Sophianic women on FB, in 

group training webinars and in Powerliminal attunements, I am not teaching 'in' 

the Sophianic lineage.  

 

It's ALL from Muse.  

 

Remember, that I am initiated and immersed in this other prime Reunified 

lineage of Muse; so yes there are many CORE similarities with Sophia.  

  

As a Holy Grail; Muse however is the more public, edgy, expressed and dance-

friendly version of Sophia. She's also more likely to effortlessly (and without 

attachment) flirt with and influence other men in general as She emanantly 

shares her celebration of reunification with God principle and never likes to be 

under 'control' of the masculine.  

  

The healthy aspects of Marilyn Monroe had this. There are MANY muses 

actually, but I won't name them here so as to fill your mind with other 

projections or distractions right now.  

 

Based on everything we went through earlier, you can tune into Muse herself 

and ask her to show you if this is meant for you now (or down the road perhaps) 

- for contemplation’s sake (maybe with some rice wine). 

  

If you are CALLED to embodying more Muse and serving as a Reunified 

Priestess you may be seriously interested in Muse Priestess Mentorship. 

 

Again; She has been preparing me through great trial and tribulation for many 

years. I've learned the most from her as gnostic Apprentice within 15,000 hours 



of direct alchemical meditation and she's also had me study with other masters 

(shamans, Qi Gong, Tao, etc.).  

  

I am drenched in all-forms-of-proven-faith devotion to Her; so yes, it is I, Rion 

Kati that am blessed as lineage holder to the inaugural Muse Priestess fractal 

itself. This is historic! 

 

You will also find no one in love with her more than I. Oh – and we LOVE to 

have fun! 

 

 
  

And with that; if you are called to integrating the Holy Grail of Muse Priestess-

hood, consider that there are many things that ONLY Muse Priestesses will ever 

learn.  

  

And yes - the actual mystery school itself has already started!  

  

At the time of this writing; we are in month 6 of 12 with the first 2 initiates 

(both of them had Sophia, Muse and Priestess codes before even joining).  

 



Around April 2022 they will graduate as the world's first Muse Priestesses!  

 

I am very excited about this and secretly they are my FAVORITE VIP clients 

(shhh ;) b/c Muse is closest to my soul. We've already had 2 live and secretive 

immersions together. 

  

(We have an agreement where I am maintaining their identities as secret until 

they are ready to reveal themselves publically. We have made great progress 

through experiential and secretive training in the past 6 months with an even 

busier 6 months remaining). 

  

Yes; The Muse Priestess Mentorship (headed by me/Rion Kati) is the Source and 

core fractal for the Muse Priestess lineage. You won't find ANYTHING like it in 

the world. 

 

This is historical and we have a grand vision that is also related to ascension in 

Hollywood, Kingmaking, unleashing multi-dimensional Beauty unto the world 

and evolving culture itself. Rich in Magic!... 

 

And yes, we are open for other pre-qualified initiates to possibly join our group 

mentorship (which includes M1 muses themselves who don’t have to be on a 

conscious path of reunification). 

  

May there be other Muse Priestess schools that pop up in the future?  

  

Most likely, just as in the Sophia line there are different schools, but again - ours 

is THE source and it is in the practical format of the Muse Priestess Mentorship. 

I carry with great honor and great preservation of the integrity and membership 

of this Reunified fractal line. 

  



To further support all of this if you are new to me; I am culling through 900 (yes 

900) unapproved testimonials (although not ‘all’ from clients) to see how many 

of them I can release (hopefully in September).  

 

I've done 100's of client activations after moving on from the men’s business 

officially; but won't go further into my history and the great myth of how this 

all started here. 

  

The MPM itself is a 12 month rolling program which means that (upon pre-

qualification) you can join at any time to immerse into your 12 months.  

  

Much of it includes private work/time with me virtually as well as live 

experiences. I am incredibly experienced in many forms of transformation, mens 

work, Human Design, Gene Keys and a LOT that I bring to the table esp. as a 

master alchemist; but we actually specialize in advanced energy work, higher 

dimensional beauty assessment (and transformation) and the ability to initiate 

embodiment activations. You will be trained with abilities as a Kingmaking 

Reunified Priestess. 

 

To support this if you are new to me or my pedigree; 

  

I’ve had many MANY initiations with Muse alone over 15,000 hours of intimate 

alchemical meditation with her; (the magic is always there and very rich – AND 

I’m taking our MPM Initiates direct into that as well).  

 

And I’ve also had MAJOR spiritual experiences, immersions, training and 

transformations including having Her turn my forearms and hands into white 

light fire at a men’s retreat in 2012 in Medellin during the Shine premiere when 

we were doing an all-nighter partying and meditating with Muse...I’ve 

apprenticed with real spiritual masters.. 



 

...Getting my crown chakra activated at an ashram in Asia from an enlightened 

master, getting activated by a Grandmaster at the source of QiGong (Wudang) in 

China, being initiated into a secret QiGong lineage of a famous martial artist, 

going to hell during The Crucible with a most powerful private ayahuasca 

shaman in Iquitos and MUCH more...all part of the journey. You can find out 

more at the About Rion page.  

 

Imagine! Millennia of Her power, beauty, influence and magic (that of which I 

have been in devotional sacred reunification with for 19 years) as Queen of 

Celebration and Music now being focused towards rare reunified Priestessing. 

 

Imagine being a magical priestess with high beauty and multi-dimensional 

alluring sexiness as well - as a Grail Priestess...(why not have it all?) 

  

So...it's something to think about and is a big commitment. If you are interested, 

just reach out to me on Facebook chat to see how we can take a conversation 

from there.  

 

If I know someone isn't ready for it, I would give other recommendations that 

can help them prepare ahead of time (I've turned down even activations clients 

before as well). 

  

What are some benefits of becoming a Muse Priestess? 

  

*Be one of the very first Muse Priestesses in the world 

  

*Elite of the elite energy healers and light sorceresses (like the Delta Force or 

Navy SEALs) 

  

https://facebook.com/rion.kati


*Able to do specialized remote energy healing, psychic surgery, archetype, allure 

and beauty activations from anywhere in the world 

  

*Hold great psychic powers and be able to accurately read anyone in history or 

the present for invaluable energetic health information  

  

*Do readings to assess people in the 7 types of Beauty Essences (you could charge 

for these) 

  

*Be certified as Beauty Essence Consultants (to also read Masculine Charisma 

and their essences, etc.) 

  

*Charge premium rates (I charge $500+ per hour) 

  

*Be able to do the transformational work after image/beauty consulting 

  

*Be versatile in your Priestess techniques to meet many client scenarios and 

challenges 

  

*Serve a wide range of clients 

  

*Protect your public image and reputation socially by not having to worry about 

being seen as a sex worker  

  

  (Although I am trained as a tantra daka and Certified Tantra Educator 5: Elite, 

we don't teach the physical stuff here) 

  

*Curate and master your optimal levels of alchemical beauty and professional 

image along with advancing your own Krystic reunification itself 



  

*Experience access to ancient and magical Muse consciousness while greatly 

accelerating your own spiritual growth, allure and hierogamic powers 

  

*Embody alchemical levels of Muse and her magical powers 

 

*Get massive results for your clients in short amounts of time 

 

 
  

*Be able to access Mother codes and consciousness to provide that important 

healing, nurturing and support role (as well as have FULL archetypal access for 

work) 

  

*Get trained in pro energy / beauty reading 

 

*Gain special psychic powers (ok, even more of them if I mentioned it earlier) 

  

*Have deep awareness of your own Human Design, Gene Keys and be able to 

make some pointers in other people's charts (not full-on training here) 



  

*Mastering energetic health detox, chakra and aura work (including energetic 

shadow and entities removal work) 

  

*Work with advanced crystal magic and healing as well as the most powerful 

secret herbs in the world 

  

*Be able to do any and all archetype embodiment activations, Gift, Allure, 

Charisma and Siddhic (Gene Key) activations for people 

  

*Be able to set your own schedule and timing; live where you want and run your 

business (although some clients will want in person work) - we will help you get 

started or integrate into your current business 

  

*Be able to take on high-paying VIP clients in premium or back-end packages 

  

*Confidently be able to serve in your fullest soul service expression doing 

medicine work 

  

*Be able to serve from Muse and Priestess-ship even teaching courses or online 

videos 

 

...And so much more.. 

  

Muse Priestess Mentorship IS a significant investment and you must already 

have done a lot of your own healing and conscious reunification cultivation 

(except for M1 artists) up to this point. 

  

We are absolutely open for pre-qualified performance artists (M1) who have 

muse codes who would like to find a way to immerse into the divine feminine 



spirituality and energy magic while being able to financially support their career 

as an artist (freelance and freedom lifestyle-wise). 

 

MPM is envisioned as a mix of M1 and M2 women. So for this report, it’s more 

likely you would be M2 if you have (starter+) Muse codes...the non-artists who 

are called to Kingmaking Priestesshood. Of course you don’t have to start your 

own business or become a Kingmaker. Some may just want to immerse into the 

real-deal magic as more of a soul fulfilling hobby and explore it from there. 

  

This is the type of 'club' where we anticipate there will be celebrities involved.  

  

The magic is real! 

  

ALL initiates must be pre-qualified.  

  

Perhaps right now; you may be in the Sophia line but perhaps more called to 

integrating Muse-ship and having a more shameless, expressive public 

celebration of your beauty and reunification.  

 

Maybe it's time to reawaken your allure, appeal, reclaim sexiness and SOCIAL 

influence. This is all something to really contemplate. Muse is FUN and Queen 

of Celebration. 

  

Again; although I have final say, I may run new prospects by our current 

members. We are VERY selective about who is joining us in this special 

opportunity to represent and thrive in Her lineage (which can also combine 

with your other skills).  

 

This isn't a Sophianic-Queen line...there's a TON of core similarities but it is also 

quite different (b/c - Muse). Our live experiences are unforgettable. 



  

One of the things we do at our live events is I take you into devotional 

veneration sessions with Muse herself - and I am THE Grandmaster of this. It's 

so fun too and in the past has done life changes for men OVERNIGHT who have 

been to this – and yet, the power always keeps growing. 

  

MPM is not virtual only. In order to graduate as a certified Muse Priestess 

unleashed to the world; it is required that you are able to attend a minimum our 

live retreats.  

 

I understand this can be a little daunting right now esp. for international 

travelers. You would have to be able to get to Mexico (ie. Tulum) and the U.S. 

(Florida or L.A. mostly) for our private retreats. 

  

Much of our focus in year 1 (all that's required to officially be certified) is on; 

  

*Cultivating your alchemical beauty and allure (through many initiations); this 

alone is a major 'selling point' in converting people to your services and getting 

more work done in less time.  

 

We do a lot of authentic archetype work which is necessary for a versatile 

priestess. 

  

*Supporting you in getting trained experience and then setting up paid client 

sessions and a business framework to make a living off of this (no promises are 

made however on income claims).  

  

I've been an entrepreneur for 15 years making money in different ways living in 

dharmic alignment. I have other skills including being a professional graphic 



designer, transformational media producer, etc. To support you and you also 

have your MP sisters to learn from 

  

*Training you in Her applied Priestess Temple arts and mastering necessary 

techniques (+ sacred space) to have the confidence and skill to run your own 

business and (testimonial generating) sessions 

 

 
  

Yes; there is method to Her transformational madness and with Her Light 

Sorceress powers - we have many techniques; things that only MP's (and a 

possible rare, male apprentice) would EVER learn which will also give you great 

versatility to meet client demands as well as becoming a powerful applied 

priestess who gets profound results.  

 

You will be initiated at different levels as we move through your year into 

further Priestesshood and Muse-ship. 

  

Checking in...how are your feels about things right now? 

  



I want to mention again that personally receiving intimate and sacred space 

healing sessions from actual Priestesses (in these cases; dakini priestesses) has 

been some of the most powerful and important experiences in affecting my 

consciousness.  

 

You will also learn how to hold PRISTINE sacred space, run sessions, deal with 

different issues, master energetic self-maintenance for purity, invoking siddhic 

essences, working with angels/guides and SO much more. 

  

So; to really do this, you would have to be ok with getting close and holding 

intimate space with male clients (again, clear boundaries would be set in place 

and you would never have to 'get physical' with them). You may not choose to 

practice this after graduation, but we want the highest qualified initiates 

available. 

 

It's all a reflection of the level of Trust that you have in Source masculine and if 

that's been violated before and you are still holding some of that miasma in your 

pain body; again, there's more healing that may have to be done first. I would be 

there in training of course to make a lot of this connection and the necessary 

training. 

  

If that still scares you, this may not be for you until it is more resolved.  

 

I am a master in healing these aspects (esp. sexual wounding as tantra daka) but 

to begin the program you have to already be at a certain point along your 

journey. If you are still holding great resistance and trauma to the masculine 

energetically in your pain body, there is other work that you and I could do 

together before possibly joining MPM (just reach out). 

  



And it could be said that if you are still wary of energetic intimacy with a man 

in space You are providing; 

  

A Dakini Priestess, a Muse and Priestess all know how to manage situations if 

weird expectations or attachments come up during sessions to stay in her own 

sovereignty and remind him of your role...remember that you will be trained on 

this as well and I have learned this from a great master.  

  

It's also just easier because you won't be getting physical with clients (we don't 

go into physical dakini training as part of MPM even though I'm authorized to 

educate and train in it).  

 

There's so much magic to be done just with what we have to work with; your 

alchemical beauty, priestess techniques and specialized energy work and 

initiatory mastery. You’ll be able to offer a variety of sessions if you want; we 

can strategize on this later in your year. 

  

Remember, that as you get your own practice going (or integrating/expanding it) 

which I will help you with during the year; you have opportunities to get very 

well paid. Our current initiates are already making money and then will expand 

to include new (and deeper) services down the road off of MPM.       Ok! 

 

 



  

Do you have the Calling of becoming a Holy Grail (Sophia) Queen (and then 

down the road possibly a Reunified-Teacher)? 

  

Or how about moreso that of a (Holy Grail) Reunified Priestess Kingmaker? 

  

And if so; would you lean more towards Sophia-Priestess or Muse-Priestess? 

  

How would things integrate into your current business or practice if you have 

one? 

 

How could this entirely reshape your life and where could it lead?  BTW we 

plan on having MPM retreats in exotic locations down the road (ie. Thailand, 

Bali, etc.) 

 

It's a lot to digest and contemplate, but maybe by now you know. If now isn't 

the time, continue contemplating things...perhaps revisit portions of this and be 

open to receive new codes from Sophia, Priestess or Muse. 

  

SO...this wraps up our entire ‘Calling of the Kingmaker: Inciting the Reunified 

Priestess’ book report! 

  

I hope it gave you great insight and again; 

 

If you are perhaps called more to exploring Muse Priestess-ship, feel free to 

reach out to me on Facebook messenger chat so that we can then see IF it might 

be a fit and your next possible steps.  

 

https://facebook.com/rion.kati


I'm already turning people down who may be ready at a later time, but do not 

let that hold you back from reaching out!  But do it on your timing. Add me to 

FB if you haven’t already. 

  

Remember: Many men of the world are suffering in great fracture with the 

feminine and now is the time to raise benevolent Warrior-Kings while allowing 

the suppressed Divine Feminine and Priestess lineages to FLOURISH.  

 

 
 

Muse Priestesses can thrive while living in divine multi-dimensional service, 

RICH satisfaction that keeps growing, real magic and wild success yourself with 

a freedom based lifestyle as a Reawakened and rarified Reunified Priestess!  

 

Taking on celebrity clients is also anticipated for many of our graduates. 

 

As the lineage grows, then such Muse Priestesses will be more common - yet 

still remain quite special; easily standing out in the collective (if you want that 

cultural attention in your fullest truth of service and lifestyle). 

  

We'd love to have the right people join us in the Muse Priestess Mentorship!  

https://facebook.com/rion.kati
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100's of testimonials from my last 3 years of work have been compiling and 

should be released in Sept. 2021. If you want to find out about more of my 

training and background, let me know or explore SexyChi.com. 

  

Otherwise, remember that we have other Sophianic references listed above if a 

Reunified Queen path, their teachings and work is more for you.  

 

I recommend to follow them anyways unless you know you only want to focus 

on Muse-ship. 

  

Cheers! 

  

Always In Devotional Service To The Beloved, 

  

-Rion 

 

  

 
 



 

About Rion 
 

Discover more about me (Rion Kati) here on Sexy Chi (and you know a name 

like THAT would be in the Muse lineage       

 

You can also get a feel for me on my FB profile with a friend request and 

browsing around. See who is in my circle, posts, etc. 

 

Testimonials 
 

Discover some Rion testimonials here (100’s to be added, yes 100’s in Sep.-Oct. 2021) 

 

Your Next Step 
 

After contemplating things, if you feel that you may be called to Muse Priestess 

Mentorship and joining us, send me a FB private message here and we can see 

about everything from there! 

 

Again; thanks for diving into this ‘Calling of the Kingmaker’ book! 
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